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THERE WAS NO FOUL PLAY

Community Building Will Make Its Debut With Some of Cong. Moran’s Achievements-Reflected Merle Foster Alive When the Snowman Fire
Occurred, Lewiston Expert Declares
Credit Upon His City and District
Big Shot Speakers and Fine Entertainment

The Home Service Department of
the Central Maine Power Company
invaded Union with its cooking school
The following article was prepared at the request of lhe CourierRockland's new Community Build furniture or equipment has been
Supposition that Merle Foster dials he visited the scene of the fire
yesterday afternoon, and an audi ing will have its opening ceremonies bought as yet, that as a matter of fact Gazette by James E. Connellan. political and personal associate of Congress might have been slain before his a week ago, and made a careful
body was cremated in the burning examination of the ruins with
ence of about 75 highly interested the evening of Dec. 18 beginning at this meeting will precede by several man Edward C. Moran, Jr.—Ed.
house of John Snowman at Ash Medical Examiner Weisman, Sher
women heard Mrs. Carrie Fowler | 7.30. The ceremonies will be held in days the first money raising activity
droscoggin.
Kennebec
and
Penobscot
As his second term draws to a
the main auditorium with speakers of of the intensive series already mapped close, the retirement of Edward Car Rivers. As a result studies are now Point was set at naught yesterday iff Ludwick, County Attorney
expatiate upon the merits of a Christ
State and local prominence and a out by the furnishing organization. leton Moran. Jr., from membership being made to prevent flood losses on when officials heard the report of Borrows and Special Investigator
mas dinner menu.
program of entertainment featuring Hence the only chairs will be the in the U. S. House of Representatives
I)r. Julius (lOtleib of Lewiston to Cooper.
these rivers.
All of the necessary apparatus was the W.P.A. band and the rightfullv limited number the committee may
His finding is of supreme im
whom
a section of the charred re
terminates a creditable record of pub
At Togus. Moran first obtained the
•••
Trials test the reality of Chrison the scene, and the Union women celebrated W.P.A. troupe of vaudeville borrow. But 800 very comfortable lic service in Congress.
mains had been submitted for ex portance, for had he learned that
consolidation
of
all
Maine
Veteran
— tian strength of character. —J. •••
Foster had died before the fire oc
permanent seats will be completed
•* Busby
-■ not only heard the menu discussed artists. The public is invited.
In the Seventy-fourth Congress, Facilities, and then obtained a public amination.
The ceremonies will be in line with and available Friday night. The in
Dr. Gotlieb states that the de curred it would have pointed very
in
theory
but
had
the
satisfaction
of
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •*••♦•••••••
the wishes of the State WP.A. office spection of the opening night will fill
ceased was under the influence of strongly to foul play.
• seeing the various delectable articles
Fhe medical examiner, the coun
in Portland, following the policy of a two fold purpose. It will show the
liquor when the tragedy occurred,
cooked or prepared while they looked an early opening ceremony for all public the splendid gift made to it
BLAZE AT WINDSOR
and was undoubtedly alive when ty authorities and Mr. Cooper now
feel that the case is a closed one
on. The roast goose, with noel stuf Federal projects. Congressman Mo by the W.PA. and the YM.C.A. direc
the conflagration took place.
His report was submitted ver except for any unexpected and un
Fire did damage estimated at $1500 fing looked prettier than a picture ran. State W.P.A. Administrator Al tors. It will also show the huge task
bally to Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, likely evidence. The thoroughness
early Friday morning to the Wind as it came out of the baker, and so bert Abrahamson. Deputy Administra the equipping and furnishing com
Frank H. Cooper and County At of their work may be judged from
sor House. Myrtle street, several did all of the other items on the tor John C. Fitzgerald, Chief Engi mittee is facing and how keenly that
torney Jerome C. Burrows in Lew the fact that more than 25 witnesses
rooms in the upper rear section be menu. These included oysters with neer William Crowell, District Super group's every activity needs public
iston yesterday, and a formal writ were examined, besides several visits
ing damaged by fire and water. The cocktail sauce, cidered apple rings, visor R. Wyman Poster, Mayor Le- support.
ten report will later be presented to to the scene of the fire and the exblaze broke through the roof and Christmas pear salad. Yuletide egg | forest Thurston and others will speak.
Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman, | amination of the remains.
was quite spectacular. The firemen salad, holiday fruit cake, peppermint James Connellan will be the presid
Equipment Fund Benefit tickets to
A new witness was located yes
who conducted the inquest, and the
were faced by a double roof which stick ice cream, plum pudding, date ing officer.
next Friday’s big opening ceremony
other officials connected with the terday in the person of a Mr. Arey
slowed the final quenching of the pinwheel cookies and dark fudge.
Friday night's affair will afford a
at Community Building will be on
said to have been the first person to
blaze.
investigation.
The complete recipes were furnished majority of citizens their first oppor sale inext week on every hand at 25
Dr. Gotlieb is pathologist at the see the Snowman fire, and who was
Starting from burning bedding, the
tunity
to
view
the
splendid
new
to all present.
cents each and every single penny of
Central Maine General Hospital in also cognizant of the firt* there
fire worked its way in a partition
The women folks were immensely building. It will be far from com
Lewiston, and has figured promi earlier in the night when a burn
to the roof.
All the occupants edified by the two demonstrations ot plete but a very good idea of the the ticket sale proceeds will be de
nently in many Maine criminal in ing mattress was thrown from one
escaped without incident except the biscuit making, given by Edward O'B. future possibilities of the plant may voted to the equipment fund. All
At that
vestigations. His connection with, of the upper windows,
young son of proprietor Knight who
Gonia of Rockland, who scored such be gained from this preliminary open members of the furnishings group,
the Ash Point case was unknown to , time Foster wet down the room
was carried out by the firemen. There
many
stores
and
others
interested
will
ing.
The
great
auditorium
will
be
a decided hit at the Universalist
with garden hose, and Snowman
was said to be little or no insurance
the public.
vestry cooking school a fortnight ago. completed except for its protective have tickets available and a large at
on the property. Motorists greatly
tendance
will
not
only
show
the
At the request of the local offi- I went to the house of a neighbor.
railing
and
some
touches
here
and
The first batch of biscuits was made
hampered the fire department in the
with buttermilk, cream of tartar and there. The beautiful foyer will be authorities how much the building is
laying of its hose lines.
soda, and the wisecracking masculine 1 ,n ite final form excePt
some small appreciated, but will give the equip
details.
The
social
rooms,
toilets ment fund a great start. A souvenir
baker caused much laughter by nearly
Let a Christmas gift of a years
forgetting the cream of tartar. The and game rooms will of course not be program is being prepared and an op
subscription to The Courier-Gazette
second batch was made from sweet completed but will be in presentable portunity will also be provided in the
with the news from home, speak of
shape.
foyer for those wishing to make dona
milk with baking powder.
your regard for that loved one away;
It must be borne in mind that no tions of silver, etc.
Mr. Gonia did not use the orthodox
$3 a year.—adv.
146’154
methods employed by most house
wives, in fact his methods shocked
TWEEDLES" A HIT
ROCKLAND MAN HELD
some of those present, but his triumph
was complete when the oven disgorged Seniors Delight Audiences For Alleged Burglary At the
The Knox and Lincoln Basketball tion game at the High School gym
its contents and provided two kinds
League forces ita way into the spot nasium between Rockland High and
GLOVER HALL
With Rollicking Comedy
Home of a Woman
of biscuits that would have been a
light next Tuesday night when the Ellsworth High. Surveying his ma
WARREN
Chelsea, Me.
—A Fine Cast
opening game is played between terial Coach Matheson finds four let
credit to any household.
Old and New Dances
Mr. Gonia was given a rising vote
Rockport and Thomaston in the ter men—Morgan, Murgita. LaCrosse
“Tweedles'' will go down in high
149-lt of thanks.
Ray Austin, 30 and Merrill
Thomaston High School gymnasium. and Leo. but ls uncertain as to just
school history as one of the “hit" Morang. 18. both of Rockland plead
what positions they will fill.
The official schedule follows;
The candidates are being drilled in
Dec. 15—Rockport at Thomaston.
shows. It was admirably interpreted ed guilty to breaking, entering and Moran was placed in complete charge works and Veterans' Administration
two squads. At 3 30 the following
Dec. 18—Lincoln at Camden.
by a well balanced cast and kept its larceny on the night of Nov. 13 at Uie of the Three Billion Dollar Independ- project originated by him and costboys take the count :
Jan. 7—Camden at Rockport.
audience in gales of laughter at both home of Mrs Lottie Mears of Chel- |nt Offices Appropriation Bill on the ( mg $2.5CO.OOO. This work, which is
Forwards. Chisholm, Murgita. Raye,
Jan. 8—Thomaston at Rockland.
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Floor of the House, granting all time nearly completed, has modernized the
Thursday and Friday night presen- sea, when they were arraigned l0 speakers defending the bill against
Jan. 12—Rockland at Rockport; and Winchenbach; centers, Elling
Togus Facility and will make Togus
December 12, Saturday
t a tions. Continuous breaks for ap-, Thursday morning before Recorder all objections raised, and adjourning Veterans' Facility one of the very Lincoln at Thomaston.
wood and LaCrosse; guards, Ander
Matinee, 2.30; Evening. 7 and 9
son, Black. Cuccinello, Hickman,
Jan.
15
—
Rockland
at
Camden;
plause
reflected
the
public's
apprePaul
F.
Fitzpatrick
in
Gardiner
the
session
of
the
House.
Under
his
best
in
the
country.
FRED McMUBBAY, JEAN PARKER. JACK OAKIE. in
Karl, Leo, Morgan and Rawley.
control as thus exerted, this bill reChairman Rankin, of the House Rockport at Lincon.
j elation and honored players and the ■ Municipal Court.
“TEXAS RANGERS”
At 5 o'clock the scene shifts and the
Jan.
22
—
Camden
at
Thomaston;
Austin,
unable
to
furnish
$2000
bai
’
.
lating
to
the
financing
of
about
53
Veterans'
Committee,
on
which
Moran
1 coach, Miss Dorothy Parker of the j
with POP EYE. GRANTLAND RICE AND NEW'S
following
aspirants show their wares:
Lincoln
at
Rockland.
was committed and Morang was re- government agencies, was passed with- held Membership, praised Morans
[ faculty.
Allen. Bohn. Cole, Cummings, Dorr,
Jan. 26—Thomaston at Rockport.
leased on his own recognizance in the out amendment. Moran was one ol diligence and his work for his con
December 13, Sunday
The famous Tarkington play is sum of $1000.
Hamilton. Hamlin. Heal, Gus Huntley,
Jan 29—Rockport at Camden.
MATINEE AT 2.30; EVENING AT 8.00
the six individuals placed in full stituents and said that his retirement
JOHN BOLES AND ROSALIND RUSSELL in
rich in comedy and characteristic
Jan. 30—Rockland at Thomaston. George Huntley, Johnson, Mazzeo,
State Patrolman Price, who arrest- I charge of this bill in the House, and would be a great loss to the House.
“CRAIG’S WIFE”
Feb. 2—Rockport at Rockland; Perry, Prescott, Rackliff, Ripley.
studies of youth and life from its 1 ed the two men Wednesday in Rock of the six Members, he was delegated "What we need is more like him,"
CHRISTMAS FUND FOR DEPENDENT CHILDREN
Saunders, Spinney, Vasso, Vose, Win
Thomaston
at Lincoln.
land.
said
that
the
loot
taken
from
to
have
charge
of
it
on
the
Floor,
said
Chairman
Rankin.
Colonel
John
amusing angles. Fred Haining and
chenbach, Sullivan and Wooster.
Feb.
5
—
Camden
at
Rockland;
Lin

the
Mears'
home
while
Mrs.
Mears
with
the
successful
result
above
deThomas
Taylor,
the
American
Legion's
Barbara Orff in the juvenile leads
December 14-15, Monday and Tuesday
Coach Matheson learned the game
I was away was valued at $300.
scribed.
Legislative Chief told the 1934 Maine coln at Rockport.
Evenings 8.00 o'clock
were extraordinarily good in splendid
on
one of those fine teams whicn
Feb.
12
—
Thomaston
at
Camden:'
Only
a
silver
teapot
and
a
quilt
He
was
the
(first
Maine
Represent.*-1
Legion
Convention
at
Bangor
that
BINNIE BARNES AND RANDOLPH SCOTT
parts.
Winslow High has produced. His
i were recovered, he said, clothing. tive in history to hold membership Moran was one of the veterans' great- Rockland at Lincoln.
“LAST OF THE MOHICANS”
tall form naturally assigned him to
Feb. 19—Camden at Lincoln.
SILLY SYMPHONY
NEWS
149Fred MacDonald as “stern and bed linen and quilt having been cut on the very important Appropriations est advocates in Congress.
• • • •
the position of center, where he ac
rock-bound" Adam Tweedie and 1 up and sold for rags, while silver and Committee, controlling all legislation
Moran's Master Task
Rockland's Outlook
quitted himself with much credit.
Shirley Stanley as his shrewish sister! pewter articles were smashed and relative to Federal financial matters,
The most important achievement of
The basketball season in Rockland He participated in two Maine tourna
had extremely difficult character \ sold for scrap metal to a Rockland as well as being (placed on its im
parts which they carried through junk dealer. The story of the bur- portant Sub-Committee on Independ Congressman Moran began with his opens Thursday night with an exhibi ments.
with rare skill. Maxwell Ames and glary was told in Thursday's issue of ent Offices, dealing with 80 percent work as Member of the House Com
of all Federal Government finances. mittee on Merchant Marine. Radio
industry will be more than welcome
Eleanor Look as Mr. and Mrs. Castle- this paper.
VINALHAVEN LIONS
here.
■ - This influential position required ex- and Fisheries in his first term. Learn
bury make an extremely distin
ing
of the great waste of public Have Fish
tor
rather
flock
of
cats)
out
of
the
tensive
and
detailed
knowledge
of
the
guished
looking
couple
and
carried
After the meeting of the club,
Commissioner
A splendid opportunity for somebody to get a
j fiscal affairs ol the Government and moneys through subsidies to ship op
movies of and a talk on the fishiug
their roles with dignity and aplomb. bag after a confiscation.
Good Truck
Feyler As Guest—Rearing industry was given by Dick Reed of
At last night's performance the afforded Moran unusual opportunity erators under contracts not in the
Rose Malburg made a devastating
public
interest,
Moran,
aided
by
Rep

cast
showed
its
pleasure
in
its
work
tc
secure
approval
of
Federal
proj

the Department staff. The church
"threatening
widow
”
with
a
really
Station Discussed
COURT HOUSE, ROCKLAND
was thrown open to the public and
professional flair. The comedy re and its appreciation of her services ects and money grants for his con resentative Weariri of Iowa, held the
MONDAY, DECEMBER 14—AT 1 O’CLOCK
That this community is interested despite the stormy weather about 150
Floor for 14 hours in opposition to a
lief was furnished by James Hayes by presenting Coach Parker with a stituents in Maine.
Bill which would continue the old in a lobster rearing station and that were present. The audience was very
and Edward Childs with the doughty handsome gift amid the applause of
A. D. FISH, Deputy Sheriff.
For Hls District
evils, presented and advocated 50 its citizens believe this to be the appreciative and loudly applauded
constable letting the Tweedles cat a capacity house.
A partial hst of benefits obtained ( amen(jments to cure the evils, and on
best location on the coast of Maine the efforts of the speaker.
by him for his own Second District, June 20. 1936, on the very last day of
MtMWwwwKictMiCMiewwxMXiCKtcieicteieipcictcvieietei
for such a project was demonstrated
includes: pensions for Veterans, proj- the session of the Seventy-fourth
DR. STARRETT'S DEATH
Thursday
night when the Vinalhaven
ects for Fire and Flood Relief and Congress, after delivering his final
speech in support of the Amended Lions Club played host to Pish Com
Dr. J. F. Starrett 66. formerlj- of
Control, as well as work projects of
New Merchant Marine Bill. Moran missioner Rodney E. Feyler. At an Warren, died yesterday at his home
8 a nature to give lasting benefit, such
meeting
at Union on Essex street, Bangor. He had
8 ! as Post Office buildings completed at had the satisfaction of having Con enthusiastic
gress enact the Bill containing all 50
Lewiston and Farmington, one at
Church members of the club gave the practiced in that city since 1900 and
of the Moran Amendments The aid
was termed one of the ablest physi
Fairfield to be built, and additions to
which he obtained from powerful Commissioner a hearty welcome and cians in the State. Obituary de
j the Rockland Post Office and to the
Senators in this battle, as well as his expressed their appreciation of the ferred.
Waterville Post Office. For the Rock
i success in convincing his Colleagues work he was doing for the good of
land Post Office Addition and for the
in the House, is a very strong indica the industry.
new Lewiston Post Office, both of
tion of Moran's position of influence
The lobster business was the main YOUR FAVORITE POEM
which jobs have been completed, Mo
with Members of Congress and the subject and Mr. Feyler was thorough
11 T had my life to live again I would
ran demanded and obtained the use
Senate.
ly questioned on his rearing station have made a rule to read some poetry
j of Maine Granite instead of Indiana
and listen to some music at least once
With the Roosevelt Administration program. He gave the gathering an a week The loss of these tastes ls a
Limestone, or brick which had been
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
originally planned The new $70,000 I itself, Moran's standing is very strong outline of hts plans and stated that
as is best indicated by letters in the the artificial rearing of lobsters was
TIIE NURSE
Rockland Community Building was
handwriting of President Roosevelt no longer an experiment but a proven The world grows better year by year.
approved by the W.P.A. chiefly as a
himself and of Postmaster General proposition. He explained the Con Because some nurse in her little sphere.
result of Moran's efforts. It was
Puts on her apron and smiles and sings.
Farley. On one occasion, Moran was necticut plan which he advocates for And keeps on doing the same old things.
Moran who presented to the Admini
selected to represent the Administra the State of Maine, with improve Taking the temperature, giving the pills.
THREE SHOWS—2.00 P. M.—6.30P. M—8.30 P. M.
stration, and obtained, the Camden
tion in the great debate held at ments, and asked the support of the To remedy mankind's numberless Ills.
Hills projects.
Feeding the baby, answering the bells.
Washington Town Hall before several community in engineering a bill Being polite with a heart that rebels.
An example of Moran's speed in
thousand people, in which he was through Legislature to make this
Longing for home and all the while
getting action and results was shown
opposed by the Honorable Ogden possible.
Wearing the same old professional smile.
in his first term on the day following
Blessing the newborn babe’s first breath.
Mills, Republican Ex-Secretary of the
Members of the club, led by King Closing the eyes that are still ln death.
the Auburn Fire Disaster. With no
Treasury, one of th? principal lead Lion I. G. Calderwood. extolled the
law authorizing R.F.C. loans for such
Taking the blame Jor the doctor’s mis
ers of the Republican Party.
advantages offered by Vinalhaven
takes.
purposes, Moran immediately pre
Oh. dear! what a lot of patience lt takes.
and
suggested
the
Johnson-Young
Presided Over The House
Going off duty at seven o'clock.
pared legislation and secured enact
pound as an ideal spot. Commis Tired, discouraged and ready to drop.
ment authorizing an R.F.C. loan of
In the House, Moran was accorded
sioner Feyler said he was familiar But called back on special at seven$1,000,000 to rebuild Auburn and re a rare distinction in his first term
fifteen.
lieve fire sufferers. Auburn officials when the Speaker selected him to with pounds and that he would per With woe In her heart; but lt must not
sonally see that the facilities offered
be seen.
were notified of this move before the preside over the House for one day,
Morning and evening and noon and
by
this
community
were
given
careful
night,
fire was entirely extinguished, and at the conclusion of which, hls ef
consideration, if and when the rear Just doing lt over and hoping It's right.
the loans were authorized immedi ficient handling of proceJure won
we lay down our caps and cross
him the applause of the Members as ing station project became a reality. When the
ately after the fire.
bar.
Many members of the club ex Oh Lord, will
you give us just one Uttla
he relinquished the gavel to the
Worked For Food Control
star
pressed
themselves
as
being
entirely
Speaker. Long training as a debater
To wear ln our crowns with our uni
Moran also introduced bills in the and as a parliamentarian, aided him in accord with the Commissioner's
forms new.
last session which were passed pro
efforts and anything that he can do In that city above where the Head Nurse
Is You?
146*wpl49
«
to improve conditions in the fishing
—Anonymous
(Continued on Page Eight)
hMA2.2i2.Si2lSiSi2.SiSA-*2.Si2iS.2i2.2i2i2iSi»A*a»^2(2.2,2A2,»i>i»iSi3i3lS,S.2.»A2<ai>9lSi*i2iSl»i>lSl2l»l2l>iSi>lSi3iai3ia>3>><2.51>i2.2i9i3iS.2iai3i2iS(2i»ia3ifc viding for Flood Control of the An-

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated wtth the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

READY FOR COURT BATTLES

Knox and Lincoln League Starts Tuesday Night
—The Rockland Outlook

Free Dance Tonight

AT WALDO THEATRE

AUCTION SALE
CHEVROLET TRUCK

THE ANNUAL LEGION

8
8'
j

DONATION DAY

2

Auspices Winsiow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

STRAND THEATRE, ROCKLAND

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13

AFTERNOON

and EVENING

No Cash Admission Unless You Wish To Pay

Foods— Canned Goods —Vegetables
These Will Be Your Tickets

SPLENDID ENTERTAINMENT—ALL SHOWS

THE NEED WAS NEVER SO GREAT!

BE GENEROUS-AID IN THE LEGION’S GREAT WORK

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Be thou faithful unto death, and
I will give thee the crown of life. —
Rev. 2: 10.

Every-Other-Day
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WHAT THE ARMY DOES

TILLSON WHARF SOLD

Local Salvationists Are To
Have Entertainment Mon The Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc..' makes it n valuable acquisition in
disposed of its last holding in the the event of the city's development.
day Night
Penobscot Bay region this forenoon
Col. Ross is one of Maine's best

BURPEE S

GJFTS p0R TH£ H0M£

The Salvation Army has been aptly when It sold its Tillson wharf prop known newspaper publishers, being
defined as "A religious organization erty and three buildings thereon lo the owner of th? Bangor Commercial.
BURKETT EXPLAINS
The wharf has been owned by the
with a social aim and a social service Col. Harry F. Ross of Bangor and
"Eastern"
since 1925.
Owl's
Head.
Former Union Man Names organization with a religious aim."
It was built early in Rockland s
It was not stated what disposition
It endeavors in its every humani
the Provisions of Unem tarian effort to introduce men to the new owner would make of the history by the late Gen Davis Tillson,
When you select furniture as a gift you are selecting
God and to interpret Christ to man property, but its valuable location in the granite coming from his property
ployment Insurance Bill
an enduring present . . . one that keeps on giving
the
center
of
Rockland's
waterfront
at
Hurricane
Island.
by unstinted altruistic service.
comfort, pleasure and enjoyment 365 days of the year.
Legislative leaders told representa
Our Budget Plan makes it easy for you to give these
tives of Maine labor Thursday that
lie
Will Their Vigil Be In Vain?
gifts of lasting remembrance . .-. small down pay
payrolls of all employers having eight
ment . . . balance next year.
or more persons employed would be
foe
,J
taxed the first year at 1 percent. 2
percent the second year and 3 per
1.111,043 697.891
The complete vote in the Presiden- Missouri
cent the third year under the State s
159.650 63.650
tial election of Nov. 3 as certified by Montana
proposed unemployment insurance
Nebraska
347454
247.731
state officials and compiled bv the
act. The tax, they said, would re
Nevada .............
31,938 11.882
Associated Press follows:
A
main at 3 percent after the third
New Hampshire
108 460 104.642
Total popular vote. 45.812,155.
year.
New Jersey .....
1.083.850 720.322
The bill, containing manv type
Roosevelt Landon New Mexico ....
105.838 61.710
written pages was being "perfected"
Deni
Rep New York ........
3 293.222 2.180.670 M
following a conference between legis
35.338 North Carolina
Alabama ........
238.196
616.141 223.283 ii-J
lative leaders and the labor repre
j Arizona ..........
86.722
33.433 North Dakota ...... 163,148
72,751
V.
sentatives.
jArkansas ........
146.765
32.039 Ohio ..................... 1,747,122 1.127.709
hnsi-i
Do You Know
Several minor "corrections,” sug
California ...... . 1.766.836 836 431 Oklahoma
.......... 501069 245.122
gested by the Social Security Board
That the Army flag flies in 90 Colorado
295.021 181.267 Oregon ................. 266733 122.706
in Washington after it had exam countries?
Connecticut
382 129 278 685 Pennsylvania ...... 2.353.788 1 690.300
ined the State s proposed measure. | That there are 16.776 Salvation Delaware
57260 Rhode Island
...... .... 69.702
164541 124.420
were to be made, according to State Army Corps and outposts in the Florida ............
78.248 South Carolina ... 113,797
Budget
249 117
1.646
Senator Franz U. Burkett of Port world?
36.942 South Dakota
Georgia
......... ... 255.364
.... 160.137 125.977
For
“
Dad
”
Terms
land. Senate chairman of the leg- ■ That the Army boasts 1.062 day Idaho .............
125.683
66.256 Tennessee ............ 328083 146.516
islative committee on judiciary.
schools?
• Illinois ............ ... 2.282.999 1.570.393 Texas ................... 734.485 103.874
An explanation of the bill was
That there are 1.607 Social Service Indiana ..........
934 974 691.570 Utah ................................ 150.246
64.555
A gift that carries with it a sentiment and ad
Every man enjoys comfort after a
made by Burkett, who said Maine i Institutions and agencies?
621.756 487.977 Vermont ..............
miration that will live for a lifetime . . . that's
Iowa ...............
62.134
81,023
long day's work . . . that’s why we
employers, under the measure's | That Salvationists preach the Kansas ............
all
the
more
reason
why
you
should
come
to
464.520 397.727 Virginia ................ 234.980
98.336
suggest you give “Dad" a lounge chair.
Burpee's
and
select
a
nationally
famous
cedar
provisions, would pay their tax to Gospel in 86 languages?
541244 369.702 i Washington ........ 459.579 206.892
Kentucky ........
Here's just one example of the many
chest. You may use our easy budget plan
the State which subsequently would
That nearly 50,000 Salvation Army | Louisiana
36.692 West Virginia ....... 502.582 325.358
values you'll find when you shop at
..... . 292.680
which brings even the most expensive models
“turn over" the money to the Federal bandsmen give their sendees with , Maine ............. .... 126.333 168.823
Burpees . . . built in a "Quality Testwithin
your
reach.
Wc
have
all
styles
...
all
380.828
id” manner . . . aiM it's a BIG chair
out a thought of financial renumera- Maryland
Government.
AND VP
finishes.
389.612 231.435
38,739
. . . sale priced.
AND UP
"Maine then would draw what tion?
Massachusetts
942.716 768.613
money it needed to pay benefits, but
You can help in this work that j Michigan ....... .... 1.016.794 699.733
Totals .............. 27.751.612 16 681.913
not until two years after payments the Army is doing by purchasing a j Minnesota
698.811 350.461
Roosevelt s plurality, 11.069.699.
of the tax is started by the employ ticket for the musical entertainment , Mississippi
157.316
4 387
•Unofficial.
Budget
at the local S. A. hall Monday at
ers," Burkett said.
Terms
Burkett said an additlbnal pro 7:46.
I
STAMP COLLECTORS
Adjutant Fox. a former officer of
vision would be inserted in the bill
“LOST IN SHUFFLE'
to provide for the establishment of this corps, is well remembered by the Mrs.
Manning. Philatelic Curator
employment agencies in the State to people and man}- are planning to
Idea of Using Quoddy For
Tells Why They Do It
BUDGET TERMS
comply with Federal requirements. hear the musical talents of his famia Training School Still Up
He said the bill required employes ly. It will be worth the price of adThe quest for relaxation and the
Every man can use a smoker . . .
“out of work" to report regularly to , mission to see and hear Billie and
In the Air
lure of historical romance led per
and all boasting aside, we be
the employment agencies.
Bobbie play. The Army is also forlieve we have Rockland's finest
sons
to
collect
stamps
and
pursue
the
The
Administration's
plan
to
conThe administration of the Maine tunate in having as our guest soloist
display of smokers ... A style
act. Burkett said, “would be placed Francis Havener, who will be ac hobby with great ardor. Mrs. Catli- vert $2,000,000 "Quoddy Village .".the
to meet every man's fancy ... a
under the supervision of the State companied on the piano by Miss erine L. Manning, first woman phila- group of Colonial buildings, near
price to fit every gift-giver's
Edna Gregor}-.
tax assessor. ’
telle curator of the Smithsonian In- Eastport, which housed the engineers
purse. Come to Burpee's.
The Governor said he would send
employed on the government's ambi- 1
stitution. said Thursday.
to each legislator a copy of the bill
JEWISH LEADERS
Mrs. Manning called the govem- tious tide harnessing project, into a 1
as soon as it had been completed,
ment's own stamp collection expert. school where the youth of the nation 1
explaining he intended to give file
Three Prominent Rockland attended the second annual Ameri- were to learn suitable “skills," ap
lawmakers "three or four days" in
Men Invited To New York can Philatelic Congress in Cleveland pears to have gone awry says a
Genuine Inner Spring construction . . . opens to a
which to study the proposed meas
She was asked to explain the enfull size or two twin size beds ... no need to worry
Washington
despatch
to
the
New
ure.
Conference
about the romfort of the holiday guests . . . come to
1 thusiasm collectors invariably disYork Herald Tribune.
Benjamin F. Cleaves of Portland,
morrow . . . select this divan ... it will solve all your
• RADIOS
play.
At leas® the Quoddy vocational
AND VP
executive secretary of the Associated
problems.
Joseph Dondis. Isa dor Gordon and
"Persons who are tense for one school is still without faculty or stu- 1 g • SEWING CABINETS
Industries of Maine, estimated that1 David Rubenstein of this city, are
reason or another find stamp collect dents, and no one charged with the
Maine employers would pay a State included among those invited to take
ing the perfect relaxation." Mrs. Job of getting the educational ven- ;
• LAMPS
tax aggregating $2,000,000 the first
jn tjje National Conference on
Manning said. “They bring out their | ture going would say what If any- |
year.
the crisis among Jews overseas which
stamps and their tenseness fades." thing, had gone wrong. Aubrey Wil- j
• TABLES
Burkett said employers also would jg bring held Sunday, in the Hotel
Among those to whom philately ap liams. head of the National Yot/th
be required to pay a federal tax Astor. New York City, by the Ameri• MAGAZINE RACKS
pealed particularly, she said were Administration, to which the Quod- ■
under the federal bill, but explained can Jewish Joint Distribution Comdoctors, lawyers, engineers and Army dy buildings were turned over after I
“the employers, when they pay the mittee.
men.
the tide harnessing project was
federal tax, are permitted to deduct
Thc meeting, which will also in"Some people may collect stamps abandoned, would not discuss the1
the amount they have paid in State ciUde the annual meeting of the joint
because they like the romance and matter. Neither would Harry L. j
tax up to 90 percent of the amount distribution committee, will be ad-.
. ., , .
.
. . .
progress, more men are needed to ed In the Federal Court House Annex,
AN UNLIMITED QUOTA
of the federal tax."
dressed by Felix M. Warburg. chair- ^Wry behind them, she contended. Hopkins. Mr. Williams's superior,
GETS GOOD BACKING
man these vessels as they are com- I Room 2, Portland,
He said the Maine bill provided for man of this year's campaign for
ers ma*
n eres e in
who said he knew nothing about it.
For Maine Enlistments in the United missioned and assigned to the fleet.
certain "exemptions," including per- $3p00.o<» for overseas reconstruc- development of printing as shown in
Kennebec
County
Council
For some time last summer after
States Navy
Burpee Furniture Co. offer a spe
For the youth interested in an op
sons employed by the federal and tion. who will repsrt on the cam- i the stamps; others in the progress of appropriations for the Florida ship
Gives Its Endorsement To
portunity to serve his country in an cial Christmas- gift for "Dad" an
Some attempted to canal and the Quoddy tide harnessState governments, and in agricul- paign's progress; by Paul Baerwald. j f°'ernn5^nt'.
Hector G. Staples
Enlistment quotas for the Navy honorable profession, the Navy now English Leunge Chair, big, comfortture and domestic endeavors. He chairman of the joint distribution Pursue the hobby for flnanclal 8am ing projects were defeated in Conhave been Increased in such large' oUers him that chance.
said all "the exemption provisions i committee, and by Prof. Joseph P —but these Mrs Mannlng sald- sel' gress. what to do with the buildings
(able, sturdy in construction, yet
The Kennebec County Council.
have not been worked out yet."
j Chamberlain, former American repdom succeeded. erected at Oeala. Fla., and near Eastnumbc:s that the quota for Maine is
Information may be obtained by graceful and handsome. "Quality
writing or calling in person at the Tested" at only 524.50 with budget
The unemployed workers. Burkett resentative on the League of Nations
"There's a novice class.' she ex- port to house the engineers was a American Legion, met in the Chelsea now unlimited.
•
With new construction still in ' U S. Navy Recruiting Station, local-1 terms if desired.—adv.
said, would receive—after a "certain High Commission for Refugess Com- Plained, “which has gone into stamp troublesome problem. The Ocala | Grange Hall and endorsed the can
I collecting because they think they're buildings were turned over eventually didacy of Hector G Staples of Rock
unemployed period"—money from ing from Germany,
the unemployment insurance fund
An address by Gov. Herbert H. going to make money, but they don't to the University of Florida, but land of the Rockland Post, for State
“at the rate of 50 percent of his Lehman of New York, vice chairman know how to market their stamps 'Quoddy remained a deserted village.
Commander at the Old Orchard con- [
weekly wage, not exceeding $J0 a of the joint distribution committee and sometimes beoome disappointed,
Then in September, the Youth Ad
ministration announced it had found vention next June. There were over
week or less than $6." Persons kept from 12 noon to 12:15, will be broad-1
from their employment by illness cast by the National Broadcasting' Delirious Desert, for Christmas, a a suitable use for ’Quoddy. It would 200 present. The Togus Post played
would not receive benefits, he said.
Company over Station WEAF and roll of that very popular Fro-Joy open up a vocational school to teach host.
The legislative group said the cost . the Red Network.
> Butter Pecan Ice Cream, rolled in 2,000 of the nation's youth "skills,”
Mr. Staples,
who is depart
administering the act or the | Rabbi Jonah B. Wise, national finely chopped English walnuts, a a word the Administration's experts
of
ment membership chairman of the
number of employment agencies to campaign co-chairman, will address real treat for any occasion, only 35c. prefer to trades.
The school according to Richard R. Maine American Legion, reported
be required "have not been deter- the afternoon session of the Confer-, Four large servings —adv.
148&151&153
Brown.
Deputy Executive N YA Ad that the 1936 membership roundup
mined."
ienceministrator.
was to be a “work pro brought 5325 officially credited mem
The federal government, Burkett i
ject, where these young people can bers, an all-time high advance mem
explained, would pay "a certain part |
get a training in skills which will fit
of the State's cost of administrabership mark for the beginning of a
them for induction into industry."
tion."
While being taught, the 2.000-odd new calendar year which started Oct.
boys were to be paid by the govern 30. 1936.
ENDORSED STAPLES
ment around $19 to $25 a month.
He added that the Maine Depart
; They were to be boarded in Quoddy’s ment has for the fourth consecutive
HERE’S a gift she’ll be proud of. It will say "Merry
Popular Rockland Vet Gets
dining halls and housed In the cot
Christmas” every day. And it pays for itself in food
year been honored with a citation
tages.
Ellsworth’s Endorsement
savings.
from the National headquarters for
attaining
qualification
among
the
big
For Dept. Commander
TREE FRUIT CROP
Payments on a Westinghouse average only a NICKEL
ten departments having highest per
Sixty members attending the Han
per member of the family per day. Ask about our Budget
The tree fruit crop is smaller in centages of their quotas. The ten
cock County Council. American
Plan for owning a modern ELECTRIC Refrigerator. Let
[ Canada this year than last, the are Georgia. Idaho, Louisiana, Ten
Legion meeting, held in Bluehill
Canadian Department of Trade and nessee. Minnesota, Florida. Indiana,
us tell you about the many extra values that only electric
Wednesday night at the Legion Hall,
Commerce, lias told the U. S. De Wisconsin, Hawaii and Maine.
refrigeration provides.
unanimously went on record as
The 1937 quota assigned to Maine
partment ot Agriculture.
Total
favoring the candidacy of Hector G
You enjoy Christmas. You like to buy
. quantity of tree fruits and grapes is 7302 members, he said.
Staples for State commander, the
In conjunction with Staples' re
produced in Canada in 1936 amounts
toys for the children and gifts for rela
office for which he will run at next
port was given the announcement of
IT'S 10 YEAR ECONOMY THAT COUNTS
|
to
312.000
short
tons,
compared
to
tives and' friends — if only Christmas
fall's convention. Mr Staples ran
383.000 shert tons produced in 1935. National Commander Harry W. Colwould not come before you could get
Col. Southard of Bangor a good sec
• •. you get it in these features
Eighty-seven and three-tenths per mery that 58 departments, embracing
ond at the last convention, and this
ready for it—before you could get the
11,362
Legion
posts,
reached
a
total
1 Time tested her
5 All-steel cabinets for
1 cent of this year's production was
BEAUTIFUl VANITY CAtC TO ANNOUNCt
showing, together with his active in
metically - scaled unit.
necessary money to enable you to buy
lasting efficiency.
apples, 3.6 per cent grape, 3 4 per record-breaking figure of 448.559 for
»0U» GIFT WISTINGHOUSI
terest in Legion affairs over the
as you wish.
, cent peaches, 2.8 per cent pears. 1.5 1937.
2 Five years protec
6 Full powered for ex
State and his ability to create and
To make it a thrilling sur
The figures were reported by de
There is only one way to save your
per cent cherries and -1.2 per cent
tion on sealed-in unit.
treme conditions and
prise wc will give you
keep friendships in the various posts,
partment
commanders
and
adju

plums and prunes.
10 year economy.
self from this yearly, last-minute, hurry
this attractive Vanity Case
has made him a high favorite in this
3 Exclusive Sanalloy
Apples form the most important tants for the conclusion of the eighth
with engraved card inside
OUR 1937
and
worry
of
shopping
—
that
is
to
join
Froster
and
Eject-osection, says an Ellsworth dispatch.
As low as
announcing your gift
fruit crop of Canada. The 1936 apple national telegraphic roll call of the
Cube Ice Trays.
CHRISTMAS
The move on the part of the body,
our 1937 Christmas Savings Club now
Westinghouse and when
American Legion held at headquar
$112.50 Cosh
crop
is
11333.000
bushels,
compared
made as an apparent afterthought
forming. Do it now.
it will be delivered.
ram
As little as
4 Exclusive Built-In
I to 13.489,000 bushels in 1935. The ters in Indianapolis, Nov. 16, 1936
just prior to the closing of the meet
$3.50 Monthly
Watchman protection.
apple
crop
in
all
provinces
is
smaller
ing, came as an abrujit surprise to
this year, with production in Nova
everyone. L. C. Fortier, commander
Scotia placed at 4.500 000 bushels
of the Frank E. Whitmore post. Ells
compared to 5.400,000 bushels in 1935.
worth, paid tribute to Mr. Staples'
The British Columbia crop is esti
loyalty and ability, and gate a brief
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
mated at 4,448,000 bushels this year,
biography of the candidate's legion
compared to 5,144,000 bushels last
POWE
activities. Then, in the form of an
year. Estimate for Ontario is 2,052,unseconded motion, he called for a
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
I
600 compared to 2 181000 bushel- in
rising endorsement of Mr. Staples'
ough
1935.
candidacy. Every seat was vacated.

are Gifts of Lasting Remembrance

COMPLETE VOTE FOR PRESIDENT

This Christmas

GIVE HER A CEDAR CHEST

ENGLISH LOUNGE CHAIR

$16.50

$24.50

GIVE HIM A SMOKER
13

g
y

$1.25 up

GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY...

TRIPLE STUDIO DIVAN

$19.95

BURPEE FURNITURE Go. A

w
V

u

SOU'.

GIVE AN

ELECTRIC

DOES CHRISTMAS ALWAYS

Be a REAL Santa Claus!

ARRIVE BEFORE YOU ARE

Ready?

FREE

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

CENT

AINE

MFAMY

Vicks C

Drop

Ralph E. Doherty is substituting as
janitor at R.H.S. while Oliver Holmes 1

is on sielt leave.

I9»
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Every-Other-Day

CARINTS

,

The Nitsumsosum Club was enter
tained- Monday night at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee in
Rockport. Cards were followed by
lunch.

1

Charles Wood, an employe of the
street department, got a severe duck
ing yesterday. A section of fire hose
burst while he was working in a
manhole.

Mrs. H. P. Blodgett returned Wed
nesday from a weeks' visit in Boston,
where she witnessed the Walter
Huston production of the Shake
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 13—American Legion's annual spearean play "Othello" at the Boston
food show at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial Opera House.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aaa'n meets at Warren Congregational
Church.
Dec 14 — Washington — Senior class
play. "Mountain Mumps'' at Grange hall.
Dec 15—Plymouth ball, given by the
Camden Outing Club at Opera House
Dec 16—Camden—Board of Trade
meeting at Y MC A.
Dec. IT—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Dec. 17—Rockport—Senior class play,
"Mama's Baby Boy."
Dec
17—Four Counties Republican
Club has special meeting and supper at
Meguntlcook Orange hall, Camden
Dec 18—Public opening ceremony at
New Community Building
Dec. 20—Camden—Food show spon
sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club,
benefit Christmas welfare boxes.

jug

The directors and advisory board ol
the Knox County Fish and Game
Association meet at Knox Hotel 111
Thomaston next Monday night. Sup
per will be served at 6.30. With the
State Legislature soon to convene a
number of important matters will be
up for discussion.

Knox and Lincoln Past Grands and
Past Noble Grands Association meets
Wednesday in Camden. Members arc
requested to attend in the afternooh,
Oliver R. Hamlin visited the Lewis preparing to sew. Supper will be
ton-Auburn VP.W, Post Thursday served upon arrival of guests. A joke
night.
Christmas tree will claim the stage
at night, and each member is asked
Miss Margaret Crockett of Cam to take a ten-cent gift.
den is on vacation from the Alan L.
Bird office.
Liberal quantities of hayseed filtered
into the Municipal Cojirt Room
Donald Saunders left Thursday for Thursday while Edward O. Russell
Palm Beach, Fla., where he will spend of Thomaston street was being tried
the winter.
for the larceny of hay belonging to
Albert E. Gray. The issue settled
Sunshine Society meetings have
down to a question of which hay was
been discontinued until the first Mon
which, and in the end Russell left
day in January.
the court rooms a free man.
The laying of the Public Landing
Newspaper work does not always go
sea wall was completed Thursday, the
granite chunks having been put over unappreciated. The Courier-Gazette
received a call yesterday from a well
board from the decks of the "Sophy.”
known Camden woman who subscribed
Miss Frieda Wardwell of Lewiston, for the paper as a Christmas present
who has been the guest of her uncle to a friend in a nearby town. “I be
Austin Tibbetts and family, has gone lieve this is a nice thing to do," she
to Thomaston for a visit with rela said, adding her opinion that The
Courier-Gazette is one of the nicest
tives.
and cleanest newspapers printed in
Only one more Saturday, after to the State.
day, in which to do your Christmas
Mission Circle of Universalist
shopping. But next Saturday there
may be two feet of snow on the Church will meet Friday in the
vestry at 2 JO. This meeting was
ground. Why wait?
postponed from Dec. 9
Religious
Fred Ripley of South Thomaston, current events will be given by Mrs.
arraigned before Judge Dwinal yester Glover. The paper on St. Francis
day on a drunken driving charge, was Assisi will be read by Mrs. Gladys
fined $100 and costs. He appealed and Heistad. Theme of roll call "Giving."
furnished bail.
The Christmas stocking should be
brought to this meeting Hostesses
Running over fire hose cannot b* are Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs. Lenora
done with impunity. One Rockland Cooper, Mrs. Minnie Copeland. Mrs
nian was fined $5 and costs yesterday Deuiah Cunningham. Mrs Grace
and others were to be hailed Into Danlels, Mrs. Ella Dyer and Miss
court today.
Annie Ervine.

FOR YOUR

GIFT SHOPPING
Fresh, Choice Stocks, Prompt
Service, Special Handling of Gift
Orders.

Candies—of prestige and dis
tinction. Highest standards of
quality. Whitman’s, Page & Shaws,
Lovell & Coveil Masterpiece and
Durand’s.
Our Own Freshly Salted Nuts,
attractively packed.

“THE FINAL WORLD
DICTATOR”

ews

The Glory of His Kingdom
Described

Will We Ever Have Universal
Peace and Righteousness on
This Earth?

SERMON'ETTE

Scraon by
J. CHARLES MacDONALD
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY EVENING AT 7.15
Good Music Under Direction o?
Charles Wilson

Keep Yourself in Love cf Gcd

The Sacred Heart Church of
Fartland always reminds one of
the Mission type in Spanish cities.
Cn my way to and from my own
Church, I pass it many Sundays
in the year. Father Carey has
a happy custom each Christmastide. of hoisting a gleaming red
star to the top of one of its great
towers. Lighted, it can be seen
from long distance.
Carved in the granite over Its
main entrance, running the full
width of its facade, and burnished
with gold, are these arresting
words of Scripture, "Keep your
selves in the love of God. Love
one another," and just beneath
another line, “H ye love me keep
my Commandments."
So this church admonishes her
children. It is what every Chris
tian Church desires for its mem
bers.
Every Cynagogue so teaches those
of Jewish faith. It is what every
right minded citizen ought to wish
for his family. "Keep yourself in
the love of God." Let these words
run through your mind; they will
cleanse it as the inrushing tide
TURKISH BATHS NEXT
sweeps all impurities from the
shore.
On the farm of Theodore Wirtanen,
Is not one of the easiest ways to
j near Conneaut, Ohio. 1590 white leg
keep yourself in the love of God
horns are wearing tin blinders which
to attend church? It Is like sit
j prevent the fowls from seeing straight |
ting in the sunshine. You will
j ahead. They are designed to reduc*
unconsciously love others. It fol
their fighting ability as well as to pro
lows as day follows night. Those
tect their eyes in barnyard battles.
who become t alertly mindful of
God's love will try to keep HU
MARRIED
commandments. None ever fully ANDREAS-PETTTERSON—At San Pedro,
Calif.. Dec 4, William E Andreas of
succeed, but insofar as you do,
Los Angeles and Miss Paula Marlon
you indicate love for Him.
Petteraon of San Diego, formerly of
Vinalhaven.
William A. Holman
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FRANK A. RICHARDSON

Paper Shelled Pecans, Fancy
Mixed Nuts.
Cluster Malaga Raisins, tine
quality.

Funeral services for the late Frank
A Richardson were held Thursday
; afternoon at the Russell Funeral
J Home. Christmas Science Service.;
Novelties, Favors, English Plum ' were conducted by Harold F. Spear,
Pudding, Stuffed Fruits, Figs and j Mr. Richardscn was born in RoclrDates, plain and stuffed.
| land. Aug. 6, 1854. son of the late
Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos,
Capt. Peter and Annie Martin Rich
holiday wrapped.
ardson. When very young the fam
Wo handle S, S. Pierce Co.
ily moved to Thomaston where he
Products.
| grew to manhood and received his
GIFT BASKETS
education in the schools of that town.
One of our Gift Baskets sent to
In early life he learned the sparan individual or an entire family is
a most gracious remembrance. | makers' trade and followed that voThese baskets are carefully patked [ cation, and ship-carpentering for
and shipped to any destination
. several years, later becoming a home
Mail or Phone Orders Given
carpenter and builder. He was a
Prompt Attention,
well known and respected citizen and
' served his City on the Board of EduI cation for nine years and on the •
I Board of Assessors three years.
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP
TEL. 610-M
ROCKLAND, ME. I He was a loyal Christian Scientist
and charter member of First Church
of Christ Scientist and served as
First Reader for many years and ill
other offices af different intervals.
A full dress rehearsal of the first He was affiliated with the Masonic
degree will be held Monday night, in bodies and was Past Master of Pe- J
preparation for the district meeting nobscot View Grange.
ol Odd Fellows, Dec 17 in Tenant's
It has been said of him. that he
Harbor. Members are urged to attend. was always kind, considerate, helpful,
and ready to give of his time and
The New Years Eve dance commit abilities when necessity required and j
tee will have a meeting Monday night always endeavoring to do by others
at 8 o'clock in the Chamber of Com as he would have them do by him. j
merce rooms. Among ether import
He was married Dec. 28, 1884 to
ant business will be the selection of a Harriet E. Holden, a native of this j
treasurer for the dance series.
city. Besides the widow he is sur- i
vived by four sons. Atwood L„ Dr.!
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues Lloyd M.. E. Russell and Francis W„
day night with Circle supper at 6.15. two grandsons Harry H. and E. Rus-'
A Cliristmas party will follow the sell Jr., four brothers John M.|
business session. Members may take
M Edward B. and Almon P
any child and are also reminded to' all of this city, also several nieces
take a ten-cent gift for the tree.
and nephews.
Many beautiful floral tributes tes
A card party will be given at G.A.R.
tified to the respect and esteem in
hall Wednesday afternoon under the
which he was held by his many
auspices of Auxiliary to S.U.V., Mrs.
friends. Burial was at Sea View
Mae Reed hostess. This will be fol
cemetery.
lowed by a supper and Christmas tree
will follow the business session.

I Scientist, on Sunday, December
1936.
The Golden Text Is, “Preserve me, §
! O God: for in thee do I put my trust"
(Ps. 16: 1>.
The citations from the Bible in
clude the following passages: “But
now thus saith the Lord that created ■
thee, O Jacob, and he that formed I
(thee, O Israel, Fear not: lor I have j
redeemed thee, I have called thee by ’
thy name; thou art mine. When thou
passcst through the waters. I will be i
with thee; and through the rivers,
they shall not overflew thee: when t
thou walkest through the fire, thou J
shalt not be burned; neither shall the
flame kindle upon thee. Even every I
one that is called by my name: for J
I have created him for my glory, I i
have formed him; yea. I have made |
him" (Isaiah 43: 1, 2. 7).
The Lesson-Sermon also Includes1
the following selections from i.he
Christian Science Textbook, “Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip*
i tures" by Mary Baker Edd'" "God Is
the creator of man. and. the divine
: Principle of man remaining perfect,1
the divine idea of reflection, man,
remains perfect. The divine Mind
that made man maintains His own
Image and likeness" 'Pages 470: 2123, 151: 23-241.

CARINI’S

Gift Jewelry
THE IDEAL SOLUTION OF THE
CHRISTMAS PROBLEM

SUGGESTIONS
Pen and Pencil Sets in handsame
boxes make an ideal gift.

Cigarette Lighters are ever popu
lar and available in a wide range

of prices.

TOILET
SETS

RINGS
Diamond
Rings
are ever in good
taste; ask to see
our large display.

We carry Toilet
Sets in the new
and wanted style,
wide range of
prices

SHARP
PRICE REDUCTION
ON

MORRISON-SPRAGUE — At Sullivan,
Nov 23. Rev Harry P Taylor. William
1
: Torrison of Ithaca. N V.. and
Marguerite Sprague of Rockland.

SILVER. HOLLOW AND FLAT
WARE

Rev. L A. Walker will be at the
pulpit of Universalist Church at the
DIED
Sunday morning service. His sermon
BATES- At Rockland, Dec 10. Jeannette,
theme will be "Young People’s Faith.”
wife of Louis E. Bates, aged 67 years.

We are overstocked and wish to
reduce cur supply

7 months. 22 days Funeral and Inter
ment Sunday at 2 o'clock from Church
In Greene, Mc.
FERREN—At Camden. Dec. 12. Ada
Prances, widow of John Ferren. aged
81 years. 4 months, 25 days
RODGERS—At Camden. Dec. 10. Addle
M , widow of George Rodgers, aged 86
| years. 4 months. 4 days Funeral from
1 the Good Funeral Home Saturday at 2
I o'clock. Burial In Mountain cemetery.
AMES—At Camden. Dec 10 Fred E
Ames, aged 83 years. 4 months. 5 days.
F uneral at Bath Saturday
STARRETT—At Bangor, Dec
11. Dr
Joseph F Starrett, formerly of Warren,
aged 66 years
TRIM—At Simonton. Dec 11. M'.s- Nellie
Trim, aged 63 years. Funeral Eunday
at 2 o'clock from residence.
WEAVER—At Rockland. Dec 9. Hilliard
B Weaver, of Waldoboro, aged 75
years. 18 days. Funeral today at 10
o'clock at Flanders Funeral Parlors.
Interment In Comery Cemetery.

"A Sublime Consideration" will be
the Sunday morning sermon topic of
Rev. Charles E. Crooks at the Pratt
New Style:;, New Values in These Famous
M. moriai Methodist Church. The
Watches
Friendly Men's Bible Class will meet
at 9:39 a.m. The Church School and
MRS. LEWIS E. BATES
The Baraca Class will assemble at
Miss Constance Wellman, formerly
Mrs. Lewis E. Bates of 4 School noon.
"Christmas Around the
of Rockport, has been accepted by street died Thursday night after a* World" will be the Epworth League
the Household Nursing Training
Wc Arc Authorized Bulova
I brief illness. Surviving are her hus- . topic at 6:39 p. m.; Mildred ShanSchool for Attendant Nurses in Bos band, two sons. Harold M. of this ' non will lead the service. Glad Gospel
Distributors
ton, and is a member of the Decem- I city. Arthur I. of Parkersburg, W. ' n ice at 7:30 with praise service and
ber class. After studying cocking Va.; a daughter, Mrs Mark Barker sennon. Prayer meeting on Tuesday
1 and home management at the head- of Lewiston; three sisters, Mrs. A. H. eveninj at 7:30 o'clock.
quarters of the School for six weeks, Ccburn of Portland; Mrs. Richard
• • • •
| Miss Wellman will be transferred to Sweeney of Boston. Mrs. Nelson Stev
JEWELER
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
j one of the affiliated hospitals for a enson of Alton, III; and a brother. Sondav morning at 10:30 Rev.
IN MEMORIAM
?
OPP.
STRAND
THEATRE,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Rumors that the Spanish Villa
Ralph Ulmer Camp met Wednesday year's training in bedside nursing.
CKarle* A Marstaller will have ax his I In lovln* memory of Lyman Fogler
Andrew
McKenzie
of
St.
Stephens.
cuari
—
a
.viarsiauer
win
nave
as
ms
Merrifield
who
passed
away
December
15.
Skating Rink was to close are en night, the election of officers bringing
N. B. Old Gold Accepted in Place of Cash
sermon text. "Whose Son Art Thou ". ; 1935.
N. B.
2
143&151
tirely without foundation, the pro these results'. Commander, Oeorge A
The late arrival of the Lewiston
A funeral prayer will be conducted There will be special music and a Ywiti^xadnes\
C\»enrecantlent ,mlle’
prietors say. They plan to keep the Miller; Senior Vice Commander. John boxers caused an unavoidable delay
With sadness we recall
at the home ol the deceased at iO children's story will precede the ser You had a kindly word by each.
establishment open all winter.
S. Ranlett; Junior Vice Commander. in last night's boxing exhibition at |
And died beloved by all.
o'clock Sunday morning and services mon. Church School will meet at The heart Is still and freed from strife
Walter E. Weeks; chaplain, George the Tillson Avenue Stadium. Pancho
That
loved us well and true.
at the First Baptist Church in 11:45; junior C. E„ at 5:15 and senior
Ladies' night will be observed at
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
But wc live In hope of the higher life.
Cross; patriotic instructor, I. Leslie Villa gained a close decision over
Greene. Me., followed by interment C. E„ at 6:15. Praise service at 7:15
the Elks Home next Wednesday. Mrs.
Where we may meet anew
Cross; historian, William Seavey; ad Gabby Poulin, and it was very close.
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
His wife. Maud D Merrifield and
with sermon the topic being, “A
in Valley View cemetery.
Perley Damon is acting as chairman,
jutant, Milton Dick; quartermaster, Ponzi Cochran was too many guns for
daughter Mildred E Merrifield
•
Mind
to
Work."
Prayer
meeting
assisted by Mrs. Helen Perry and
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
George Stewart; trustee, George A. Frankie Merrill. A good bout was
Tuesday evening at 7:30. The Ladies
Mrs. Harry Berman. Buffet lunch
CARD OF THANKS
ST. GEORGE
Miller; officer of the day. J. L. Mc produced by Walter Reynolds and
Complete Living Room—N.ne Pieces
Aid meets Wednesday evening with We wish to express our sincere thanks
will be served.
A dance will be held at Martinsville Mrs. C. E. Grotton and The Womans and
Manus; officer of guard, Horace Vose. Kid Chocolate, while Battling Hillsfor the many kindana 4 appreciation
a
$77.30 complete
nessds received In our recent bereaveTorrential rains Thursday after A delicious supper was served by the | grove and Percy Porter staged another Tuesday night at Martinsville Grange Missionary Society Thursday after ment
Divan, Two Large Chairs. End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp,
Mrs. Harriet E. Richardson. Atwood L.
Foot Stool, Davenport Taole, 9x12 Felt Base Bug—Big Values
noon and night may not have made ladies of the auxiliary and beano was vigorous fight. The sensation of the hall under auspices of St. George noon with Mrs. Alice Knight. Plans ) Richardson.
Dr iLloyd M Richardson,
among
the
diversions
of
the
social
evening
was
the
unexpected
appearHigh
School.
are
und?r
way
for
the
Christmas
;
E
Russell
Richardson
and
family.
appreciable difference with the low
| Francis W Richardson and family.
ance of Oliver Hamlin in ring garb.
-----------------activities.
waters of Mirror Lake, but they suc hour.
Burpee
Furniture
Co.
offer
a
spe,
He
went
on
as
a
substitute
and
showed
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1151
ceeded in flooding many Rockland
CARD OF THANKS
Tu&S-tf
An important real estate transfer Dusty Peters and the crowd that in cial Christmas gift for "Dad" an
We wish to extend our thanks to all i
cellars and threatening many fur
“Born of The Virgin." will be the
was announced in Bar Harbor Thurs spite of his duties as a polititfian. English Lounge Chair, big, comfort , Friend* and the K of P. Lodge for j
nace fires.
| flowers, fruit. cards and money to get
day in the purchase by Alton L Carter pcultryman, advertising broadcaster, able, sturdy In construction, yet
; „
my husband a unew leg.
Baptist Church Sunday ifior......
, .while
„ „In the gwpcwcwcic-s’Cic’R’Cicewic'stc'C'C’-cniciewwce’M'-cwwieic’eieiC’ew'!^
,
Hospital and his home; also to Dr. HodgInsurance agent, of the residence ot football player and hunter, he has graceful and handsome. "Quality
Not satisfied with the numerous
Thc church school With classes for j kins for his great skill and care
the late Eben K. Whitaker on Ken not forgotten how to use his good old Tested" at only $24.50 with budget
Mr and .Mrs Alvin Pottle, Mr and
Santa Clauses which parade their
all ages will meet at noon. The i Mrs.
Lewvllle Pottle.
nebec street, and former heme of left.
terms if desired—adv.
wares over the entrance to his wall
Endeavorer's Inspiration Hour with Friendship
REGULAR $1.00
Mrs. Doris Doe. famous Metropolitan
paper store and gift shop, Edward
Emily MacDonald as leader will j
-----------------Opera contralto. The house was
GREASE
JOB
When this ad js presented
rpen at 6 o'clock. The .people s eve- i
card of thanks
Gonia has leased the adjoining vacant
built many years ago by John Clark J
THIS
MONTH
ONLY
—
BE
SURE
TO
CLIP THIS AD
ning
service
will
epen
at
7:15
with!
W*
were
much
pleued
with
the
receipt
£
store for an additional window dis
of fruit from the Baptist Church, the
for John Doe, who was for many'
play. Such excellent advantage has
the prelude and big sing assisted by church school, and the Help one
Tydol Gas, Veedol and Tydol Oils
years engaged in the drug business,
fl the organ, piano and choir Mr. Mac- ^^^^nTca^^^’no*^
been taken of the privilege that all
and it twas sold by Mr. Doe to Mr !
Donald Will give his last sermon in from friends In Friendship. Warren.
Christmas shoppers are expressing
Whitaker. Since the death of the
r» .u„
j Thomaston and Rockland, during the
their admiration.
■K the ~_ries on. The Final World , mnes5 Of Mrs. Robinson We also wish
MAIN ST. CORNER OF WIN’TFR—N’ext North of Strand Theatre
latter the place has been occupied by ; k.
Dictator,"
at
this
time.
His
subject
t0 thank the Warren Baptist Church.
fa
,, ,
_
_,
, ... ...
.
| the Church School, and friends for the
Stanley Hall. Prop.
his
widow.
Mrs.
Edna
Whitaker
and
A “forum" type of meeting will be
fl will be, "The Glory of His Kingdom ■ Girls for the Jerusalem cherry tree, and
147’& 143
her
son,
E.
K.
Whitaker.
Jr.
They
'
console set and flowers, the A-l class of
held at the Congregational Church
fl Described." The happy prayer and neighbors and other friends for the
SF
recently
moved
to
Lamoine.
on Sunday evening at 7.30, and the
many cards of congratulation, all re
fa praise meeting will be held on Tues ceived
on our golden wedding anniver
topic is one which should provoke
day evening at 7:15.
sary, Nov. 3.
fl
The
monthly
meeting
of
the
Wom

Mr and Mrs. Mansfield R Robinson
lively discussion. “Arc The Co-oper
fa "The Battlefields Of Choice— Warren
atives the American Answer to an's Foreign Missionary Society of
fa Where Kingdoms Are Won And Lost"
European 'isms?" is one of the most the Pratt Memorial Church was held i
DE LUXE WORK
SPOTLESSLY CLEAN
CARD OF THANKS
important themes in the economic Thursday night at the home of Mrs Sg
fa will be the theme of the morning Wc wish to express our sincere thanks
and what more appropriate sea
Ruth
Ellingwood.
Devotions
ana
j
and
deep
for the many
world today, and naturally raises such
fl sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds at kindnesses appreciation
son than Christmas for the erec
shown us by friends and
routine
business
were
followed
by
a
I
tion of a stone indicative ot
questions as "What have the churches
The neighbors, Rodney Stinson. Post No. 102
fa the Congregational Church.
.
>ii American Ix?glon and Auxiliary and
"Pjac? on earth, good will toward
to do with economics anyway?" and a fitting tribute to the memory of the! j
J5P service IS at 10:30 a. m., ana special ! Rockland Rebekah Lodge. In our recent
men.” You will find our work
bereavement; for
for the
the many
floral
host of related questions. The sub late Minnie C. Smith, who for many )
nuor.oers will be rendered by the ^^avement:
many
floral
to be of high standard and ou.'
tributes and cheering words of sympa
ject will be opened to discussion by years has been a faithful and beloved
mixed quartet with Mrs. Faith Berry thy; to those who furnished cars; to
suggestions in keeping with dig
member
cf
the
society.
The
first
two
Jones
Bros.,
for
services
rendered;
or
nity.
the pastor, Rev. C. H. Olds, and the
at the organ. The evening service to any who aided or lent assistance In
general public is invited to partici chapters of the year’s textbooc were
at 7:39 will center around a lively any way
Mr and Mrs. Howard Smith. Mrs
pate in the forum. It will be Recalled studied and proved both Interesting
cl-scussion topic: "Are The Co-opera Ethel Hammond. Mr and Mrs Harold
WILLIAM ET>OR8AN4$Q<
and
amusing.
A
Christmas
program
Hutchinson.
Mr. and Mrs Merle Smith
that the co-operatives represented the
tives The American Answer To
followed,
consisting
of
a
dialogue,
CEMETE RY- "ME MORI ALSJ
principle theme of the lectures re
European Isms?" This premises to be
cEAST UNIftH tuid THpMASTON;
cently given in this country by Dr. solos and readings. There were 20
an briTortant discussion regarding
Kagawa of Japan, and that presi members present, refreshments be
Christianity and economics, and the!
dent Roosevelt recently sent a com ing served at the close of the busi
churches place in the economl; or-;
The Rockland Rotary Club was en
mission abroad to study the co-ops ness session.
der. Questions and answers will be in
tertained
yesterday by one of its own
of Europe.
order. Sunday Eehool will meet at!
Why not a Clean Dress for the Holidays
Ambulance Service
members, Harry O. Gurdy. who dis
Regular $1.00 grease job, only 75c i
9:30
a.
m.
Comrades
of
the
Way
will
)
We Specialize in Altering and
cussed
loan
and
building
associations
during
December
at
Central
Service
meet at 6:39 p. «i., in the vestry
The Spanish Villa Skating Rink is
Remodeling Dresses
from the standpoint of a man who
Reports on the Older Boy s Confer
not closing, in spite of a rumor to Station, Main St. . corner Winter. I
has devoted a large portion of his
Stan Hall, prop.
147*&*149
ence will be completed, and discus- j
that effect.
149-151
life to that vocation. The members
sion will be continued on “Ideals for
AMBULANCE SERVICE learned much of interest and value.
Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main M
Modern Youth.”
Burpee Furniture Co. offer a spe
Morticians
»
_______ i “71
Israel Cutler of Old Town, and AUie
cial Christmas gift for "Dad" £i) St" asks for your subscription or re
Dougherty
and
Kendall
Hopkins
of
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
English Lounge Chair, big, comfort newal to any magazine published.
Camden were visiting Rotarians.
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
able, sturdy in construction, yet Why not give a magazine for a
AMERICAN LEGION BUILDING
TEL 862
Walter H Spear of this city and W. J.
“God the Preserver of Man is the
graceful and handsome, “Quality Christmas gift I'll send a Christmas
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
i49*ir
.subject of the Lesson-Sermon which • CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND D. Reed-Lewis of Toronto, Canada,
Tested” at only $24.50 with budget card. Best prices possible. Tel. _
119-tf
98tf
were guests.
3)SiS)Si»i9,Si»3iSi:9)S)9i9i»S)9i»S(9tS(%S<
will be read in all Churches of Christ,
1181-J,
148*150
terms if desired.—adv,
•
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In Everybody’s Column ?
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements ln this column nov
THEATRE To all persons
Interested ln either of 1 txceed three lines Inserted once for I’
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addt
ll«n
the
_ ______________
estates hereinafter
______
named:
II**, «

u
t
(

Probate Notices

WALDOBORO

■ I.....,.........

STAR Waldoboro

tn

thl — nnl.aann

nm

FOR SALE

Todays shows at Waldo Theatre
will be at 230. 7 and 9 15. Tlie Sun
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, tional lines five cents each for one
tlma^’ USED stoves bought and sold. Some
ie tlrn^
In and for the County of Knox, on the 10 cents for three times. Sis words good bargains ln kitchen ranges. C. E.
day matinee will be at 2.30 and the
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
17th day of November in the vear of make a line.
I GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
evening performance at 8 o’clock
our Lord, one thousand, nine hundred
141-tf
and
thtrty-s'jx.
and
bv
adjournment
Regular evening shows Monday and
’
DRY and green hard cord wood for
from day to day from the 17th day of
TUESDAY, DEC. 15
• sale Tel Washington 8-21 FRANK A.
Tuesday at 8 o clock. Tangled types
said November the following matters
I j TRASK, Liberty. R No 1
149*151
having been presented for the action
Thursday made this newspaper
“STAGE STRUCK”
thereupon hereinafter Indicated It Is
ELECTRIC train for sale minus
transformer.
otherwise
complete.
hereby Ordered:
promise a matinee for Friday which
JOAN BLONDELL,
PERRY. Tel. 433-R 64
That notice thereof bc given to all
SUM of money found on premises of
st
DICK POWELL
was not the case
149*151
persons Interested by causing a copy 52 Summer St. Loser, by describing same, |------ ------------ '■
__________
of this order to be published three weeks will be recognized. Tel. 113-J.
147-I49t. ONE pipe furnace for sale Used 3
Miss Hazel Day went recently to
THURSDAY, DEC. 17
successively ln The Courler-Oazette. a
cnuiu'w.-s 1,... T-t..., a
v. .------- seasons Price right FRED FERNALD.
147-149
newspaper published at Rockland, ln
°*4,V2^K uaten
waxen lost Thursday
inursday betweety
betweeu , *rei 575
Fryeburg, where she will spend the
said County that they mav appear at a HERBERT'hail “-Tel
’’ijq.Vs",
‘ King of the
ELECTRIC
motors
for
sale;
2
h.
p.
Allis
winter.
Probate Court to be held at said Rock- HER.ILK 1 HALL. Tel. 279-M,____ 149 151 j
land, on the 15th day of December. A
oirLs red mittens lost on Main St.' Chalmers. 5 h. p. General E'ectrlc, 10
Mrs. Carrie Wallace, who has been
h.
p
Westlni?house,
all
220
volt.
3
phase,
Royal Mounted”
D. 1938. at nine o'clock In the forenoon Wednesday p ra.. finder please notify
60 cycle
MASON’S FILLING STA .
passing two weeks with Mrs. Blanch ’
and be heard thereon lf they see cause, i DOROTHY MUNRO. 47 Grace St
ROBERT KENT,
Thomaston.
148*150
149-151
GEORGE L MERRIFIELD late of AnMorse is at the home of her brother.
ROSALIND RUSSELL
1936 Ford car radio for sale, practically
pleton. deceased Will and Petition for
at reasonable price BENJAMIN L.
' Harvey Simmons, at Dutch Neck
Probate thereof, asking that the same
•*■**■*♦ » new
DAVIS. Tel. Warren 11-23
147-149
mav be nroved and allowed and that
SATURDAY. DEC 19
Mr and Mrs Stuart Hemingway
Letters Testamentary Issue to Winnie
ALIVE bait for sale BRIG. YOUNG.
Merrifield of Appleton, she being the
96 South Main St.. Tel. 1132-W. 147-149
and Miss Nancy Hemingway of Syra“Can This Be Dixie”
Executrix named ln said Will, without
VICTROLA with records for sale.
I cuse. N*. Y„ have been here a few
bond.
» - JANE WITHERS,
Walnut, console style, excellent condi
SUM SUMMERVILLE
MaRV
lat*
''arI£n d*‘
MIDDLE aged man wanted. Light farm . tion;
» very reasonable. Call 793-W after
' days.
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate work Mus,
g&c,j dry mllke-. ( I 4 ,,
i
148*;f
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
thereof, asking that the same may be wlnter or year „ OK Fay smaI; Rel
1 — *Mrs. Nora Burns of Friendship is
FANCY
embroidered
articles
for
nroved and allowed and that Letters . encFS Wrlte E c Courier-Gazette
CABBOLET
SEDAN
at the home of Dr Francis Redlon
,.6, Christmas gifts, for sale. MRS ARTFUR
Testamentary Issue to O. I) Oould of
From Diamond Crown Radiator to
Special: $10 given away each
143-150 BREWSTER. 32 Grace St
147*149
Warren he being the Executor named ! — —
for the winter.
Saturday night in three prizes;
In said Will, without bond
SEVENTY-FIVE cord of hard cord
CHRISTMAS wreaths and baskets for
149-153
NATHAN F BARRETT late of Hope,
tE.
<tTy lio.iFi aale. handsomely decorated. Fine for
Mr.
and
Mrs
George
Converse
NEW
DIAMOND
CROWN
Modem
Tail-Lamp
...
from
Turret
NEW
decea-ed
Will and Petition for Pro- PAULSEN. Tel Thomaston 62.___ 149_151 cemetery Also made to order. See fine
(Jane Reed' of Wyncote. Pa., were
SPEEDUNE STYLING
HIGH-COMPRESSION
bate thereof, asking that the same mav
COW wanted, lately freshened, for display at L L. CURRY’S. 99 Cedar St.
be proved and allowed and that Letters family use. Write full description, age, or Kennedy’s. Main St.
147-152
recent
guests of Mrs. Mary G. Elkins
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE
Top to Stylcrest Wheels ... it’s the
I
Testamentary
Issue
to
Annie
May
Barbreed,
price Box 746. City.
149-151
nnv
WITH FIVE PATROLS
raff nf Hnni «ho holno tha Fxeputrlv -----------..
DRY
bard ,ltted
WOCd
$8 50 Cord.
IMPROVED GLIDING
and William G Reed.
FINNISH girl wanted, experienced In FRANK ERICKfON, RFD Box 70,
ln said Will, without bond
housework Call The Courler-Oazette
1 Thomaston ____________________ 147*149
KNEE-ACTION RIDE*
PERFECTED
In Thursday Home period at the Thomaston Troop, No. I, named
newest, most beautiful and most
W. J. COAKLEY, late of Rockland.
149-15L
(at
aa
astro
cast)
MAN'8 diamond ring for sale value
HYDRAULIC BRAKES
deceased
Will and Petlt'on for Pro- ■ ..... .—r-----------------—---------------I High School these program were tak
$100 for $60 cash, or terms to reliable
thereof asking that the same may
MAN t0 become contact man and ln(With DeubU-Articulatod
Boy Scouts Organized— i hate
be proved an “allowed and that Letters 'Tstigalor for national organization party. Inquire at 97 Union St
147*149
en
up:
Subject
for
senior
room
dependable
of
all
low-priced
ears.
trai. Shoe Linkogo)
NEW ALL-SILENT,
Issue to Alan L Bird of
^WHte “750*7701 SAUR Kraut- 51 «al • or "> smaller
I "Business Methods in the Cla-s
Carl Chaples Scoutmaster Testamentary
Rockland and A Walker Brewster of
'nin?
in 50'7701 quantities Bring containers CHARLES
ALL-STEEL BODIES
Owls Head, they being the Executors MADISON BLDG . Milwaukee. Wls
E WADE 70 Waldo ave . Tel. 1214-W
Room: junior room. "European Af
(WWfc Mid Stool Turrat
SAFETY PLATE GLASS
*__________________________________148
)
147-149
THE ONLY COMPLETE CARTop—Utoatoal Caatlrvcttoa)
fairs;" sophomore room, "Accident | An organization of Boy Scouts has named ln said WUl. with bond
ALL AROUND
ESTATE ABBIE VINAL CREFD. late
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven. I USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for saie.
Prevention;" freshmen room. "Dis been formed in Thomaston, to of Vinalhaven. deceased
(ot no ostro cott)
Petition for
Limerock St., Tel 1293. EVA AMES
,
id7*uQ Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
Administration, asking that
Bernice
SUPER-SAFE
PRICED SO LOW
. I4‘ 148 ' gallons Mackerel and herring barrels
cussion of the Ideal Boy or Girl
b? known as Thomaston Troop 1. and Vina! of Vinalhaven. or some other sult- USED kitchen range wanted at
once. 1 and kegs Heads dropped Inside 11
SHOCKPROOF STEERING*
GENUINE FISHER
Sample copies of the school newspa consisting of five patrols, with Carl able person, be appointed Admx . with- Must be ln good condition, with hot desired. Already to forward Also In the
(al oo astro cost)
out
bond
water
coll
lf
possible.
R
E
NUTT.
436 ' Market to buy drums
HENRY A
NO DRAFT VENTILATION
per to
every few weeks Chaples as Scoutmaster, and Edgar!
tv. be
-I published
H—
estate Gladys m alley, late of Mam st.. Tei. 259-R or 964-M
147-149 , thorndike. Newport, r i.
145-107
bv the students have been distnbut_
Vinalhaven decea-ed Petition for Ad- ——
’ , SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
ministration,
asking
that
Harold
C
Al1
Libby
and
Charles
Adams,
as
Assis
tion $1600 : 8-acre farm, good building
ed through the body. Members of
ley of Vinalhaven or ome other suit-'
Notices ol Appointment
5800 : 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
General Motors Installment Plan•Knee Action arul Shockproof Steerthe Junior Class have ordered their tant Scoutmasters. The T.ooc ls able person, be appointed Admr . with
Any of these for small payment down,
monthly payments to suit your purse.
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
sponsored by Williams-Brasier Post. out bond
ing un Master l>e l.ute modeit only.
balance as rent V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
class rings and pins.
For economical transportation. A
ESTATE LAWRENCE T MOORE. !ate I. Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro- 1154 283 Main St.
143tf
Cheirulrt Motor < ompany, Detroit^
A. L„ and meetings are held each of Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad- bate for the County of Knox, ln the
General Motors k alue.
The Christmas fund for dependent
Michigan.
I ?‘a“ '_??Maln^'Smb^c^Hy; that rn X^BAlL P‘gt * Old^Cou^ty0 R§Ae*'
Monday night ln Legion hall.
children will benefit from the Bun
Those serving on the tronu com- °.$cnnt!I of RanKor ■ °r 'om<‘ ether suit- the following estates the persons were -221-w
144-tfr«
inose serving on tne troop com abie person, be appointed Admx" with appointed Administrators. Executors. ’
day showing of "Craigs Wife.’’
Guardians and Conservators and on the
POCOHONTAS soft coai. $8 50; hard
mittee are: Edwin F Lyncn. Eugene bond
coal. $15: coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN,
ESTATE MERTON F THURSTON late dates hereinafter named:
The Junior Garden Club was or- Connell. Fred Burnham. Edward T
Tel. 62. Thomaston
144-tf
..
of Boston. Massachusetts.
deceased.
ELIZABETH K MARSHALL
late of __
ganized Wednesday afternoon at Uit Dornan. Rev Hubert F Leach and Petition for Administration asking that Arlington. Mass, deceased
Elizabeth4 FORDSON tractor forsale BICKNELL
High Sohnnl buildingunderthelead- m-Hii.
xvilliomc
Bernice O Lovejoy of Cambridge Mas- jj Easton of said Arlington was ap- tMANUFACTURING CO
144-tf
8
O0I1UU1
i
*
unme VVUliams.
-achusetts. or some other suitable per- pointed Admx . November
17. 1936 uSED~bUnos uTrUUit. for sale nr to
ership of Mrs. Ronald K Somes The
cjiarter members of this new. 5On- •* appo'nted Admx . with bond
without bond
Alan L. Bird of Rock-j let for the season" Phone us Rockland
object
is to st'm- and
.Heady active organization all 0{."S'*'?
I11*1*? CU\Nra2SA“ latepand was appointed Agent in Maine J98O. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
oujcvv Of
U. this organization
a
diiu aireaaj active organization, an
Washington, deceased Petition for
ARVILLA P SKINNER, late of War- 1
144-tf
ula’.e a greater interest m gardening , of whom have passed the Tenderfoot Administration dbn asking that Ar- ren deceased Eula m. skinner ofi all kind* of diw'h.rd
Ito aid in the protection of native requlwinent,
are: chestey X oWe^^eJn^.^intS ^a^11<w.tWhoutXndntCd
N0V’
J ,C4*RJ
CORA E WILLIAMS, late of RockKockiand------ H4-tf
trees and birds, the conservation cf Adams. Corydon Adams.
Rav- i Administrator of the estate not already
IOWN SEDAN
.
.
rm
administered, with bond.
,
Clara w
Johnson nt . HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
ajJ. Nov.
’S?? 17,
,-Y* mid walk from hT
Main
wild flowers and nature study .The mond Anderson. Sidney
Bear.. estate mary c Farnsworth. ££Mi«n™ appointed Admx.
usc St., some 1mofficers are Olive Piper, preside^ Richard Bean. Arthur Bucklin.
Fnscilia Storer. vice president, Marv Malcolm Carney. Walter Chapman. Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company LENA H
GRAVES, late of Rockland.I acres, clea* field, on good road. 5 miles
vjfillpr
nohert ciorV
mII °f Bb't"!! Massachusetts, or some other deceased
William E Graves of Rock-. from
city. $1000House 7 rooms,
good
Miller, recording
recording secretary
secretary, Marjorie
M»rju.i pi-hord
RlChard Clark
Clark. Robert
Clark. R
Basil
sultab!e perM3n b,. apbQ|nted Admlnls- *a?d
.“PPOlntjed Admr. Nov 17. ' cellar.garage_ barn,
city water, lights
.( can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road.
Colwell, corresponding secretary Day. William Gilchrest, Harlan trator of the estate not already admin- 1936, without bond
NANCY EMMA DAVIS, late of Friend- near village. $800 House 5 rooms with
,,
.-j
j
.-j
j lstered. with bond.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TELEPHONE 1259
689 MAIN STREET
, Constance Newbegin, treasurer.
Keyes. Edward Killeran, Edward
estate ANGUS a McDonald late sh*P deceased. Rodney 6. Davis of Port cellar, lights, center of city, $800;
house 6 rooms with parage.
PEASLEE A ROSS, Vinalhaven
BARKER'S GARAGE. Union
CARROLL S GARAGE. Thomaston
Lakeman. Maynard Linscott. Edwin of Thomaston, deceased Petition for UJyde was appotnted Admr., Nov. 17. another
The Women s Club met Tuesd:
lights, water. $600 Will sell any of these
.
ii.
.i
n f
unn-ai-u
Di-Hc-zi Llc^tisf to Sell certain Real Estate, alt-, 1836 without bond,
for
small
payment down, balance as
afternoon with an exceptionally une Lynch.
Howard Miller, Richard uated ln
Thomaston, and fullv deIsaac n young, late of Thomaston,
rent. V F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330
nrogram
Rev Corwin Olds of Rock- Mitchell. Alfred Peters. Carl Peters, scribed in aid Petition presented bydeceased Hollis D Young of Thomas- Many
more
not listed.
144-tf
program. nn. vui.iu uiuo UI n,
Arthur
EMcDonald of Thomaston,
ton was appointed Admr. Nov. 17. 1936,
WARREN
of the gain in health of Mrs. JoseCAMDEN
land gave an informal and delightful AverylReed. Charles Simpson. Glen Admr
without bond.
FOR SALE
------phine Cadieux. mother of Mrs. SidNo 1
talk on a trio which he had made Simpson. Lewis Stone. Richard Whitestate SPOFFORD j crawford
blanche b. deJONY. late of Bel-NINE-room house, location near every
The Locust Tree Expert Co. of Port- ney wyme Who was called there by
h
-d-vu.. late of Thomaston, deceased Petition llngham. Mass, deceased.
Ferdinand
Samuel Stevens is in Toston for taik on a trip wnicn ne
With his family to California during ney. Charles Fager ana HOOby for Distribution presented by Frank D deJony of said Bellingham was appolnt- thing—has bath hot air heat, lights and
land, numbering six men and fore- her mother £ Ulness
medical treatment.
.u- —x»- zvirfc ucorl mi Young
Elliot of Thomaston .Admr
Admr.. Nov. 17. 1936. and qualified by garage Priced at $2200
No 2
the past summer. Mr Olds used mo- Young _
SpoFpQRD , ^a^ord. ed
ming bond on same date
Leslie B,
men. have removed dead limbs from
Mjss AdeUe pe ler suffered a frac.
ESTATE SPOFFORD J CRAWFORD. _ Mrs Mabel Burrage. R N . his re- tion pictures taken during the jou-DOUBLE tenement, earns $32 the
Patrol leaders are. Charles Simp- late of Thomaston,
___
______ First
__ and D?" oI Vinalhaven appointed Agent in month,
deceased
price $2500
the elms from the monument to the tured ah0Uider Thursday in a fall near turned from New York city where
illowance” by
bv M
ney West to illustrate his verbal He- ton. Arthur Bucklin. Glen Simpson, final ^account presented for allowance
No 3
village, a distance of half a mile, for her hQme Jt was set at Rnox Hos.i foj.
weeEs she cared {or ,Mrs
WILLIAM B MITCHELL, late of RockEIGHTY acre farm, large house suit
scriptions
which
were
interspersed
i
John
St
Peter,
and
Corydon
Adams;
late
land,
deceased.
Viola
E
Mitchell
ESTATE ALICE WILEY PUI.LEN
J
or . able for tourist out fit—priced at $3500.
the Central Maine Power Co- the pital and she returned home the Schuyler Day. a member of the sumwith bits of wit and humor. He was ; assistant patrol leaders. Carl Peters, of St. George, deceased. First and Rockland was appointed Exx Nov. L7.1 The above are all nice properties and
latter company erecting new poles same night. Mrs. William Stevens Is mer colony.
Anal pccount presented for allowance 1936 without bond,
I worthy of consideration
given a rising vote of thanks by the Richard Clark, Raymond Anderson, by Alan L Bird. Admr. c.t a.
CHARLOTTE P
LUFKIN. late of , Thanks for reading this listing.
through the village The tree surgeryFREEMAN S YOUNG
ESTATE LUCY A CARVER
late of Rockland, deceased. William R Luf- 1
with her.
j comique
Theater attractions: club members for a most interesting Bobby Young and Howard Miller,
men expected to finish the job to
,
,
_
„ .
,
. North Haven deceased
First and fi- kin of Rockland was appointed Exr.. Nov. j Tel. 605-M
Rockland
163 Main St.
-----------------, Saturday. Jane Withers In '’Pepper." afternoon Twenty-five were in -- bugler Eug-ne Fales: color guard. n>, acc,.ant pre-ented tor allowance Sy D- 1W«- ’’“bout bond
__________
149«lt
day and proceed to Tenants Harbor
•pnHanpp
Tea
was
served
bv
the
Howard
Miller
a.nd
Maynard
LinsFrank
Beverage.
Admr.
CLAES
E
BOMAN.
late
of
Vinalhaven
'
--------------EAST UNION
and Stuart Erwin in “Women are
*enaance
lea
servea oj uie
ESTATE T CHARLTON HENRY, late deceased Charles L Boman of Vinal- i»~~ *
Thirty-seven new members for the
Mrs. Mattie Norton and son of Trouble;’’ Sunday and Monday hostesses. Mrs. Ruby Miller, Mrs | oott.
of Philadelphia. Pa . deceased Exempli- haven and Herbert E. Boman of Lisbon I
Red Cross were secured by the local
fied
copy of Will and Probate thereof Falls were appointed Exrs . Nov. 17. 1936. |
.
J .
Dover. N H . were in this place Tues- "Reunion." with the Dionne Quin- Elsie Mank. Mrs Anne Burnheim<*r
At Monday nights meeting, the
with a Petition for Probate of without bend.
*
COln’T‘t_t!e -ln_^h.a.!e■ day to attend the funeral services for tuplets; Tuesday. ^“Wedding Pne*- Mrs. Lottie Lovell and Mrs Maude fiye patrols held a contest in drilling. together
Foreign Will, asking that the copy of
JOHN PERIE. late of South Cushing
which was completed a few days ago.
and
the
Wolf
Patrol.
Charles
Simp•
‘
aid
will
may
be
allowed
filed
and
redeceased
Edith
M
Perie
of
South
.rrrvp
Mrs. Norton's cousin. Mbs Ann E ent;’’ also Get-Rich-Nite: Wednes- Gay.
,
.
. ,
$ r» * $ corded ln the Probate Court of Knox Cushing was appointed Admx.. c.t.a.. i . ATTRACTIVE and con\enient steam
The total sum frohi membership fess Going.
d®y and Thursday Wallace Berry in
son.
leader,
tied
With
the
Seal
Patrol.
County and that Letters Testamentary Nov 17. 1936. and qualified by filing
_ °PP°sit®
Dick Powell is the headiiner in
, ,
m
. ,
foot of Limerock Street affords unusual
and donations amounted to $53. one«
o. ,
—. .>
,
Glen Simpson, leader. These Patrols be Issued to Girard Trust Company. ; bond on same date.
Mrs. Gretchen Payson and daugh- , ‘‘C>ld Hutch."
light
and
valuable
publicity facilities.
B ------Henry,
and ------Gerald -------Ronan, all
SARAH J WATTS, late of Rockland. E C MORAN CO
..
----- —
•• —
half of which remains in town for ter, Marilyn, spent Thursday in, Board of Trade meeting v.ill be Stage Struck Tuesday at Star then competed tbut the result
148-tf
was Of Philadelphia. Pa . without bond
deceased.
Alan
L.
Bird
of
Rockland
Theatre. On Thursday comes a virile
local benefit.
FIVE rooms to let. down stairs, lights.
HERBERT F MANN. SR . late of Cam- was appointed Exr . Oct. 20. 1936, and
Camden as guests of her sister. Mrs. held Wednesday night at the YM. story of the present Northwest. again a tie. This contest will be den.
garage, cellar, telephone, $11. 12 Mavedeceased
Will and Petition for qualified by filing bond Nov. 17, 1936.
The Knox County Ministerial As Prances Thomas and mother. Mrs., C-A.
continued at the next meeting.
Probate thereof, asking that the satnc
ANOUS A McDONALD. late of Thom- rlck St.__________________________ 149*151
“King of the Royal Mounted" with
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Mton>
deceased.
Arthur
E
McDonald
of
sociation will meet Monday at 10 C. J. Grassow.
SIX-room apartment to let. 1 minute
Committeeman Dornan and Burn
Members of the Philathea Class
Letters Testamentary issue to Lerna T Thomaston was appointed Admr , Oct from bus Modern conveniences Rent
Robert Kent and Rosalind Russell
ham acted as instructors and judges Mann of Camden she being the Execu- 20 1936 and quaiified by filing bond reasonable. L. W THORNDIKE. Thom
o'clock with the local Congregational > jirs Bertha Gordon is passing the met at the church parlors last
On Saturday comes the joyous Jane
trlx named ln said Will, without bond; Nov 17 193$
aston^ __ ______________________ 148*150
Church. Wives of the ministers have winter with Mrs. Laura Floyd.
night, a covered dish supper being
The formation of a Boy Scout
the petitioner further prays that
o n.nnxr , *
> «
Withers and Slim Summerville in Troop in this town is causing a great ■ and
FURNISHED apartment to let. nice
the Court determine aa a fact that the d(£AR°“RRds ^btb' c Ba°iy Ind
been admitted and may attend. The
Mrs Lilla Morton and daughter, served.
and warm, all modern, hot water heat,
,
, ,
4.
j •
omission of the children of the de’ ae „
Bnzaoin v. , “£ry “na
"Can This Be Dixie.’’
deal Of favorable comment and is ceased in the Will was Intentional and Martha B Cornells, both of Camden rent reasonable FLOYD SHAW 47 No.
committee from the Ladies’ Circle! Dorothy, have returned home after
Camden Lodge, K. P assembles
Main St., Tel 422-R
148-tf
aPP°lnted . ?te£utri<;?a
who will serve the dinner includes a week's visit in Portland.
Monday night with work in the K !
certain to be a source of pleasure was not occasioned by mistake. „
1836. and qualified by filing bond on
EDWARD L MARSH late of Swampdate
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
SEARSMONT
and benefit to everyone connected seott. Massachusetts, deceased Exem
Mrs. Laura Starrett. Mrs. Evelyn RobBernard Esancy Ls recovering from ' ol P degree. Supper at 6:33. Visitors
two roonis. bath. FOSS HOUSE. Tel 330.
ALICE C GEORGE, of Thomaston. 77 Park 8t.
plified copy of Will and Probate thereof
147-tf
inson. Mrs. Nettie Jameson and Mrs. an appendix operation at Knox from Belfast. Warren. Thcmaston |
with it.
together with a Petition for Probate ol Rlta. 5 ®mlth of, Th™as‘°n
,ap;
The
Ladies'
Aid
held
its
ChristCOMFORTABLE, furnished, heated 5
Willis R. Vinal.
I Hospital.
' and Friendship -will be entertained. )
Forelgn Will, asking that the copy of Pointed Conservator October 20. 1936.
said WUl may be allowed, filed and re- a"d Qualified by filing bond Nov. 17. room apartment to let. adults only. 52
Mrs. William Teague of Canaan.' U. S. Wincapaw and Ernest Davis
The Friday Club met this week at ]
™8chairmran
Masonic St.
147-149
BUT THINK OF RUSSIA!
corded ln the Probate Court of Knox 1836'
County. a»d that Letters Testamentary
LILLIAN I THURSTON, of Rockport,
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms.
Conn., is remaining indefinitely with have employment in Camden.
the home of Mrs. Essie Thomas.
prettily decorated in
Issued to Mary H Marsh of said Carleton E Orcutt of Rockport was ap- modern Oarage If desired. Fine con
The Air Commerce Bureau re be
her father. Lawrence Kalloch.
| Mr and Mrs. Hartley Watts visited Mountain street.
keemne with the holiday season
Swampscott. and Arthur P. Stone of pointed Odn. Nov. 17. 1936. and quali dition. C. A EMERY. Tel. 436-M 147-tf
fied by filing bond Nov. 27. 1936
Those from out of town who attend- Thursday with their daughter, Mrs.
An oyster stew supper was served keeping; w th th
y
* ported Wednesday that American ; Newton. Massachusetts, without bond.
UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
ELIZA ELLEN SWEARS late of VinalFERNANDO S. PHILBRICK. late of garage. Centrally located. 56 Talbot ave .
manufacturers .produced1 2.197 aired the funeral services Sunday for Donald Tolman. in West Rockport.
Thursday night when Arey-Heal , Panc> articles vere sold b. F
haven, deceased,
deceased. win
Will ana
and petition
Petition lor
for Kocmana.
Rockland, aeceasea
deceased
Ralph r
P vonani
Conant Tel. 274-M____________________ 145-tf
I,.1.0 Tovonciiorre.
...
naven,
ttaipn
Moody and Julia Le\en.eJer. .e pianes m the first nine months of prObate thereof, asking that the same of Rockland wa* appointed Exr.. Not
Mrs. Martha B Kalloch. were Mr.
Mr and Mrs. C M. Payson were Post A. L. met.
to let at 34 Pleasant St.,
' ..
. ' ’
' . ..
.
' freshments by Mrs. Flora Dunton. tbi_ VAar an increase of 68 Dcrcent ma5' be proved and allowed and that 17. 1936, and qualified by filing bond Nov 5 APARTMENT
rooms, bath; unfurnished Tel. 883-W.
and Mrs. Edward Neil of Portland. 1 dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
The Past-Grands and Past Noble
thls >ear’.f_n. mc"af€
^«ers Testamentary issue to Warren 27. 1936
ANNE FLINT. 32 School St
145-tf
Attest
FdwarriI O R Riir<re« of Thomaston Mrs Willard Wellman and daughter.; Grands of Knox and Lincoln counr Mrs Caroline Adams and Mrs. over
1935 period. Of shipments E Brown of Medford. Mass . and Annie
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
ru PARK street restaurant to let comEdward OB. Burgess
Thomaston.
, Ues wU1 mget hefe
16 Supper Willis; while Mrs. Howes presided abroad statistics showed China was M. Richards of Stonington, they being
143-S-149 iletely furnished, very low price. V. F.
the Executors named ln said Will, with
and Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson of
1TUDLEY, Tel. 1154 or 330
138-tf
at 6:30 followed by a joke Christmas i over the food table. A considerable
largest buyer, taking 112 planes out bond

Plic (mnpfctc Gn_- Completc(i|Tlcur

! LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

TO LET

lRockland

I

MLss Ann E. Going

tree.
Mrs. Alena Starrett was initiated !
death Dec. 1 of Miss Ann E
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters
Wednesday by the E. A. Starrett | Going. 83. at her home here after a i meets Tuesday night.
Camp. S.U.V. Auxiliary. Recipients brief illness of pneumonia, marks the
a public card party will be held at
of the quilt and pillow cases were closing of the last chapter in a noble the Grange hall tonight with reMrs. Flora Peabody and Mrs. Ella , and unselfish life. Memories of her ] freshments and prizes.
Cunningham, respectively. Readings, helpful influence and kindness of
The joint installation of the George
were given by Mrs. Edith Spear. Miss , heart will long live with those whom g ^obb Camp. S.U.V.. and the
Mary Kalloch and Mrs. Louise Crock- she loved.
1 Auxiliary was held last night and ofett. Mrs. Edna Jones introduced an
She was the daughter of the late fleers for the former order were ininteresting contest.
W. H. and Louisa (Gilmore) Going staUed by Past Department ComMr. and Mrs. M. C. Randall and and the only surviving memoer of the ' mander. Byron Salter of Belfast,
daughter Mildred of Cape Elizabeth immediate family. Deceased was a , commander. Roland Crockett; S. V,
were callers recently at the home of dressmaker and had for many years HaU Carroll; J. V.. Fred Rice; Camp
conducted an establishment in Bel counsel, David Crockett, John Stahl,
Miss Ella Ladd.
Members admitted Thursday at the fast where she was a helpful mem Harold Fairbrother. Delegates and
meeting of the Woman's Club includ ber in church affairs ana there alternates to the annual Encamp
ed Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Corinne formed many acquaintances and ment are: Maynard Whitehouse,
Perkins and Miss Eda St. Clair. A friendships which strengthened as HaU Carroll. Fred Rice, Maynard
Christmas program was given. Mrs. the years passed.
Carroll. Seth Pomeroy and Elvin
Feeling that duty called her back Towne. These auxiliary officers were
Laura Starrett reading of the estab
lishment of the festival, and Miss to the homestead, she returned here installed! toy Department President
Beulah Starrett reading ’ Anniver to pass the remaining years of her Sarah Salter of Belfast; President,
sary" by Margaret Sangster. A hand life.
Louise Dunbar; past president, Lucia
Funeral services were held from Hopkins; vice president, Lillian Lin
somely decorated tree occupied the
center of the floor, decorated by th.* the home, a large attendance of coln; treasurer, Florence Fairprogram committee made up of Mrs. friends and neighbors paying their brother; chaplain, Nellie Barnes;
Willis Vinal. Mrs. Laura Starrett. last respects to a noble woman Rev. patriotic instructor. Minnie Towne;
Mrs. Jessie Walker, Mrs. E. Belle Weston P Holman of the Camden i guide, Gladys Carver; assistant
Walker and Miss Beulah Starrett Methodist Church officiated. Many | guide, Elizabeth Ordway; color
Small gifts were taken by each mem- beautiful floral tributes were abund- I bearer No. 1. Lettie Bagley; color
her and exchanged, the members ant evidence of love and esteem for I bearer No. 2. Gladys Coose; inside
reading a brief Christmas message Miss Going, among them a head- ; guard Jessie Joselyn; outside guard,
as each received her gift. Refresh- some spray from neighbors. The ( Lena coose; musician. Rose Smith;
bearers were Hade Brown, Ralph press correspondent. Emelyn Bridges.
ments were served
Mrs. E. V. Oxton picked a pansy , Merle and Virgil Torrey
Following the installations a buffet
lunch was served.
Friday in her flower garden.
LONG COVE
Seaside Chapter, OES meets
Lardon Wyllie of Medford, MaS;.,
Services at St Georges Episcopal Monday night for covered dish sup
in Maine on business, was overnight
guest Thursday of his father, Sidney Church will be conducted every other per at 6:30 and a Christmas tree
Sunday beginning Dec. 12 at 3 p. m.; following the meeting.
Wyllie
Fred E. Ames 83 of Bath died
Word comes from Marlboro, Mass., I alternating Sundays at 8.45 a. m.

sum was realized.
j during the nine-month period.
Hunters who hit their deer targets Argentina, with 41 was the next
totalled 11 in this vicinity, among largest buyer and Mexico, with 33
them being James Robbins and son. was third. Russia bought one plane.
Lawrence Robbins Leigh Sprowl? Japan five and Spain one. DepartCarl Wentworth. Charles Hemenway. \ ment records did not show whether
Bert Hammond and George Thomp-' the planes were for civil or military
son, the latter a lad Of 16.
I use.
The remains of Susie, widow of
Melzer Simmons of Belfast, formerly
of this town, were brought here
Monday for burial. Mrs. Simmons
whose age was 83 had been suffering
the past year from effects of a frac
tured hip.

Thursday at the home of Everett
Jameson, Chestnut street. Funeral
services will be held today in Bath |
and tourial will be in the city.
The death of Addie M. Rodgers 86.
occurred Thursday at her home on
Bay View street. She leaves two
nieces, Miss Edith M. Arey of this
place and Miss Alice D. Lawrence of
Minneapolis, and three nephews,
David K Arey of Worcester. Mass..
Dr Harold C. Arey of Gardner. Mass
and Dr Leslie B. Arey of Chicago. !
Funeral services will be held at the
Good funeral home Saturday at. 2
o'clock. Interment in Mountain
cemetery.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 402
Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A M
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ............ Ar 6 00
............ Lv 1.40
6.30 Lv STONINGTON
7.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN ............. Lv 3.30
............. Lv 2.45
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN
............. Lv 1.30
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND
Subject to change without notice
146-tf

ESTATE CORA S FOGG, late of Ap
pleton. deceased
First and final ac
count presented for allowance by
Thurman L. Fogg. Exr
ESTATE LAWRENCE T. MOORE. Of
Rockland First and final account pre-

APPLETON RIDGE

TEN-room house on Warren street to
let. all modern Improvements; rent
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel 77

144-tf
Mrs. Ethel Moody, Mrs. Esther
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. iour
Moody, and Nelson and Ruth Moody rooms, and bath 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W
144-tf
^r'eed ^nse^aToT* b>' ChBrlM “ spent Thursday in Bangor.
estate fred w
babb. late of
Dr. Charles Popplestone of Rock
Washington. da^dhRatR1°“
land was a professional caller Thurs
] Of Washington, or some other suitable day at W. M. Newbert's.
person be appointed Admr., without
bond.
The Willing Workers held their
Burpee Furniture Co. offer a spe R^JaAn7 cTeceX/ Pent™ for* co^ I Christ:nas sale and entertainment J ROCKLAND Radiator Works, 70 Park
We specialize on Auto Radiators only
cial Christmas gift for "Dad" an firmatlon of Trustee, asking that Alan Tuesday night and netted about $15. St
Radiators repaired, recored, cleaned. All
English Lounge Chair, big, comfort- L. Bird of Rockland, be confirmed as
work guaranteed. Drive ln for estimate.
Rev. Harold Nutter of South MontI Trustee of the estate given ln Trust for
146*151
able, sturdy in construction,
: the benefit of Stanley McCurdy. Paul- ville will supply at the Baptist Church
RELIABLE
Spiritual
Reading.
Up to
eraceful
and handsome. "Quality ! Ine Marie Morris and Richard Albion
16 questions answered. 25c and stamp.
8
„....! Morris, presented by said Alan L. Bird for the next three months.
O. A A JONES. Bluehill Falls, Me
Tested" at only $24.50 with budget
witness, harry e wilbur. EsIS
148*150
torms if riesireri —adv
* '<,ulre’ Judge of Pr°bate Court for Knox
terms it aesirea. aav.
| County Rowland, Maine
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested ln

thet-U^bh.relnM«rhn^«l

either of

MISCELLANEOUS

Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
__________
____________
143-S-149 I

ln and for the County of Knox, on the
17th day of November ln the year of our
A
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
dayrtto daya?rdombmeadi?tUhrTaeyntof,s:S!tAh
b

November the following matters having
been presented for the action thereupon j
hereinafter indicated It
Is hereby
Ordered:
. .
___
That .notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
S\hlTorder' m be pu^
paperypubllshed at Rockland in said
county that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at said Rockland. : —————
on the 19th day of January A D 1937 at
nine o’clock ln the forenoon, and be
WE BUY
heard thereon lf they see cause.
ESTATE ANNIE B BROWN, late of
Friendship.
deceased
Petition
for
License to convey certain real estate
situated in Friendship, and fully des
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
cribed ln said petition, and distribute
JEWELER
the proceeds of sale among the heirs
living ln different States Presented by
$70 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
William D Wotton of Friendship and
Percy O. Wotton of Prlncebay, Staten
Island. N Y.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR, Esquire,
Judge of Probate lor Knox County,
Rockland, Maine.

OLD GOLD

MAD THE ADS

CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

149-S-15S

J»54NT

ST. GEORGE ROAD

meeting will be held in the FinnChurch Sunday at 1.30. The
Tht
Christmas fair has been postponed*!!:
Tuesday at 7 p. m. Refreshments
will be served and various articles
sold at auction. Devotional service
at 7 wl„ be at the home of
Mrs jda Harjula. South Thomaston,

Attest:

“ readthT

CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St.
142-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
,ic
132-tf

DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOANS
THEY ARE POPULAR

WE HAVE MADE 125 THIS YEAR

RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED
We loan you $1000.00. You pay us $10.00 per month Tor 139
months and the loan is cancelled. You have paitf us back $1000.00,
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest Net cost of loan
$2.81 per month, and the result will be in the same proportion on
any loan up to $5000.00, which is our limit. Isn’t this worth look
ing into?

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
18 SCHOOL STREET,

f bu

ROCKLAND, MAINE

140Stf
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Every-Other-Day

Realm

of

Music
iy

Gladyt St. Clair Htiltad

From London comes the item that she made her re-entry here in grandRichard Strauss, still the world's opera as Mimi in La Boheme.
It is hardly believable that the
foremost musician at the age of 73,
little lady will .ever again be the
was the undisputed hero of that:
Galli-Curci who thrilled lor manygreat city’s musical week—the first | years. This she knows, as was in
high-tide week of the season of dicated by her choice of a ly-Tir role
1936-37.
Tall, white-haired slow for her return to grand opera. Today |
moving, but vigorous and the picture a dowager empress, she must of
of health, he dominated the scene in necessity bow to the inevitaole. even
though her name will live in musical (
Covent Garden, where hts Ariadne history as one of the greatest singers
auf Nixos was performed and at
that has ever graced any stage.
Queers Hall where he conducted his
Again appearing on the stage, |
most popular symphonic poems. The
Galli-Curci was greeted with an j
audience rose to the occasion as one
ovation similar to that giver* her in
man and gave him an ovation that I
1916 after the Caro Nome, and to
left no doubt as to its spontaneity,
this we attribute the nervousness
and of a force that transcended all
that marred her performance.
considerations of nationality and Stagefrlght, like panic, cannot be !
politics.
explained; although it can be con- j
quered when one has a crown at
And here Ls another 73-year-old stake. Visibly moved by the stupend- ,
musician “out on a spree”, Moritz ous welcome given her, the eminent
Rosenthal, who after an absence singer completely lost her equilibrium
from America for seven years, re but recovered it too late to demon
turned to present a piano recital at strate satisfactorily the power of her
Town Hall, New York, on Nov. 29. voice and the gorgeousness of her
Rosenthal belongs to the coterie now former tone6. Nervousnes is an ail
almost legendary, pupils nutured
ment to be reckoned with in the life
artistically by Franz Liszt, and for of an artist, and thd child-like tones
over a half century has ranked as one with which she invested Mimi's role
of TTfs most towering products. Des- j
might have been due to that cause."
plte his age. Rosenthal demonstrated I
• • • •
at the present recital that he retains j Leonard Liebling on his editorial
possession of outstanding mastery I page commented as follows: "You
He needs no consideration on ac will read on another page a critical
count of age. The reviewers stated review of the operatic re-entry of
that his command as an executant Mme Galli-Curci, emerged from re
still wins admiration, tonally he j tirement after her goitre operation
thunders vigorously or whispers at last year. It was a thrilling moment
will, and his interpretative powers | when she made her first appearance
have freshness, and, of course, com in Rodolfo's garret. A vast audience
plete authority. It was even con applauded her to the echo; the ova
ceded that he now gives deeper con tion grew and grew, lasting several
templation of the music he performs minutes, while the singer plainlythan in previous years, warmer and tried to control her emotions. The
more varied tone, and displays great tribute was one of love for the
er ability in putting virtuosity at the woman, and hope for the singer. The
disposal of the composer.
crowd had not come to witness a
failure, but to help in a triumph. An
The San Francisco Opera Com American audience remains the
pany's 14th annual season, just friendliest and fairest in the world."
closed, was the most successful, both
• • • •
artistically and financially. Receipts Mischa Elman in Chicago to play
of $220,003 were taken in at the box- at a Sears Roebuck radio broadcast.
office, which is $13,000 better than Emil Ludwig in the same city to lec
las: year's all-time high. Seventeen ture. An elevator boy overneared as
performances were given, of which he pointed out the writer. "That s
three were repeats. Through tlie Ludwig Elman, the great violinist."
• • • • X
kindness of a friend a season pro
gram has been sent me—a program
A newspaper item not so long ago
which sets forth in detail personnel, reported a Chicago woman, Mrs.
activities, etc. Familiar names pop Minnie Arndt, secured a divorce from
out from the guest artists, such as her husband because he struck her
Kirsten Flagstad, Bruna Castagna. with a trombone. Someone com
Doris Doe. Lotte Lehmann. Giovanni ments: "No doubt 6he heard 'the
Martinelli. Kathyrn Meisle. Lauritz music go round and around'.”
• • • •
Melchior. Ezio Pinza. Elisabeth
In the list of new songs are “A
Rethburg. Lawrence Tibbett. and
others. A list is given of the resident Winter Night Idyll" and "The Sea
artists, understudy artists, choral Has Covered Her Face," by Edith E
ensemble, boy choir (which is spon- 1 Braun, who is a summer resident of
sored by the Recreation Depart Rockport. The songs, which are
ment of the City of San Francisco), simple and musicianly settings of
ballet, and. of course, the repertoire, expressive nature poems, are dedi
dates, and other information of im cated, respectively, to Rose Bampton
portance. The booklet also contains and Mary Louise Curtis 3ok. Miss
attractive pictures of the leading Bampton used one. if not both, of
these songs in her Camden program
artists, both guest and resident.
Glancing further through the pro two summers ago.
gram. the wealth of musical attrac
tions afforded in San Francisco
NEW HARBOR
amazes one—The San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kelsey of
Symphony Orchestra with soloists South Bristol spent Sunday with Mr.
such as George Gershwin, Roscha and Mrs Willis Gilbert.
Seidl. Richard Crooks, Marian And Cheever Prentice has employment
erson (famous colored contralto), in New York for the winter.
John Charles Thomas; the Munici
Jasper Fossett who has employ
pal Concerts featuring as special at ment in Gloucester, Mass , passed
tractions Ballet iRusse de Monte several days decently with his family
Corio. Igor Stravinsky conducting here.
his "Symphony of Psalms;" the Peter
Ruel Foster is ill with grippe and
Conley attractions given at the Opera is attended by Dr. Goudy.
House, including such head liners as Several government officials are in
Kreisler. Rachmaninoff, Slenczynski, town to inspect the dredging of the
Nelson Eddy. Lawrence Tib'oett, Nino harbor which is in charge of the M.
Martini, as well as ballet groups, and C. Scott Chapman Co. of New Lon
lecturers among whom are Robert don. Conn.
Ripley, the Martin Johnson's, and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search re
Admiral Byrd; these arc just a few- turned last Saturday from Philadel
chosen at random.
phia, whence they were called by
• • • •
the serious illness of Mr. Search's
From Chicago we read with inter
est : "Two dates certain to make his mother.
Capt Courtland Brackett, in com
tory in the annals of grand opera,
Nov. 18. 1916, and Nov. 24, 1936— mand of the Portland lobster smack.
evolve around Amelita Galli-Curci Princept. is preparing the boat for
and the Chicago Opera. Twenty years lobster business at Monhegan.
Mrs. Leah Gilbert and Mrs. Lida
ago on a Saturday afternoon there
appeared unheralded a singer who Fillmore motored* last Saturday to
when she walked upon the stage, Rockland.
Alonzo Brackett is having a new
received no demonstration whatso
power
boat built at Bremen.
ever from the packed audience. Ten
Mrs. W. D. Loud has returned from
minutes later that same young lady
was given an ovation such as had a three weeks' visit with her daugh
never before been witnessed and her ter Mrs. Carrie Nichols in Portland.
Mrs. Estella Penniman has employ
name soon became a household one
throughout the musical world where ment in South Bristol at the home of
she has had a dominant place ever Mrs. Harriman. (
Capt. Elden Morton has arrived
since.
Ten years ago the idol of the home in the schooner N. W. Clark
Chicago public left us for other from Gloucester, Mass, after several
climes, winning the success that was months fishing.
Fred Duplisey who has employment
hers here, and less than two years
ago she temporarily left the stage in Rockland spent last weekend in
for an operation which attracted the town with his family.
Russell Brackett is in Portland on
attention of the general public and
music-lovers as well as the medical business.
profession. Could Galli-Curci stage
a come-back? Could she sing colora
PORT CLYDE
tura roles as of yore? Could she re
tain her empire ln the realm of song?
Fred Waldo returned
/ home WedThese were the questions that could nesday, after spending two weeks
not be answered until Nov. 24, when with relatives in Thomaston.
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ARMED WITH GUNS

j AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY j

Youthful Mauraders Shoot
Everything In Sight, Union
Woman Says

*

JUST ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR WHY

Union, Dec. 9
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
What a wonderful future for Maine
according to Doucette in your issue
of Dec 3. How the multitudes should
arise and hail the Fish and Game
Commission for its achievements in
the past, and those still to be born;
for their far sightedness in prevent
ing Maine's woods from being de
pleted of their magnificent game
birds, animals etc. in order that the
coming generation may know the
"joys of the open."
And how does the publicity man
advocate- teaching the young folks
to know these joys? Why. at the
point of a gun, not by teaching them
to love and pity dumb creatures, to
study their habits and their fight
for existence but give every boy an
air rifle as soon as he can walk,
make
every song bird squirrel, or any
I
moving dumb thing his target and
then bravo! he will soon be able to
handle a machine gun and win the
plaudits of admiring papas and
Fug-r..- Pallette and John Howard, players in Paramount's comedy-ro mamas.
When tihey have achieved the re
mance film of the air-waves, "Easy To Take," fiddle around with a lot of
markable shot of a deer with the
string bass during a lull in the production.—adv.
Tht mode! illustrated u the Euick Special 4-.ho. itdan, $8/5 Hu at Flint, Mieh. Fendervielh extra.
beautifully spotted body so small it
is easily brought in by the boy who
SPRUCE HEAD
ROCKPORT
OU don’t have to go far afield for
man’s talk sound lukewarm, but don’t
isn't old enough to have a license
first-hand testimony on the marvel
let that sweep you off your feet.
then
indeed
does
Maine
have
rea

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler of
Mrs. Edith Overlock is temporarily
ous goodness of the new 1937 Buicks.
Just drop in and we’ll show you the cold
Clark Island were visitors Monday employed at the Ordway Plaster Co. son to be proud of her methods of
facts behind the warm fervor—how, in
preserving wild life and of the mil
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert in Camden.
Right here at home—among your friends
spite of extra bigness, extra power, extra
lions of dollars she expects to harvest
and neighbors-are folks who can tell
Burton.
Mr and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham were
beauty, extra performance, this year’s
you plenty about this handsome traveler
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilkie and given a surprise party Tuesday night ] at the expense of suffering dumb
Buicks are the easiest to buy in all Buick
creatures.
-and what makes it great!
two sons have moved to Rockland
by Copper Club and husbands in ob- j It is a laugh to bring down a deer
history.
for the winter.
Want a frank appraisal of Buick’s flashservance of their 51st wedding anm '
with three legs and surely a feat of
Melvin Cline reports that his pig
action oil-hushed valve-in-head straightversary. Those preseint were: Mr ' superb markmanship. For heaven's
a little less than eight months old.
eight engine? Ask any Buick owner.
and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham, Mr.' sake are we a relic of Rome's de
weighs 447 pounds. Can other porker
Want to know what Buick’s Aerobat
and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham. Mr. and light and thirst for the sight of suf
owners beat this record?
carburetor means-about Buick’s double
Mrs. Leland Hawkins Mr. and Mrs., fering and death. Don't we ever
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
end stabilization —about the soft straightLouis Cash and Mrs. Effie Veazie. | think of the agony of that dumb ani
daughter. Irene called Saturday on
line certainty of Buick’s tiptoe hydraulic
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will mal, of its figljt against odds for ex
relatives and friends in town.
brakes?
Mrs Carleton Anderson and chil meet Wednesday at the home of Mrs. istence and then finally when it loses
Just
listen to the voice of happy expe
dren are moving to the Leland Mann Arthur K Walker for an all-day at the point of a gun this second |
rience!
session.
As
there
is
considerable
time
—
a
laugh.
house. Mr Anderson is a surfman
Why should The Courier-Gazette
You’ll run into a brand of enthusiasm
on White Head Coast Guard station. work to be done a large attendance
YOUR MONEY GOES
among Buick owners that makes a sales
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall is desired and each member is asked be taken to task for printing a recipe
FARTHER IN A GENERAL MOTORS CAR
to
be
on
hand
early.
for
the
cooking
of
game
birds
includ

have returned to South Portland
after several days' visit with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester and ing pheasants? Why try to smooth
and Mrs. Stanley Simmons.
Mrs. Louise Holbrook attended Tues- I over and cover up the fact that a
Mrs. Herman Carr was hostess day night the reception to Grand j pheasant is shot any time he is seen
Thursday night at bridge at her Ruth. Gertrude C. Boody, at Masonic and the gun ls at hand. A beautiful
712 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
home in Rockland. At the two tables Temple. Rockland. The affair was male pheasant visited with the bid
dies
nearly
every
day
for
months
high honors went to Mrs. Margaret sponsored by Golden Rod Chapter,
TEL. 1000-W
Carr. Mrs. Callie Morrill, Mrs. Fran O.ES. and was attended by many > but his cheery “Chicken crow" is
ces Newhall. Miss Ethel Holbrook; grand officers as well as local and j heard no more. The shot which got
him was near the hen-yard where he
Mrs. Charlotte Waterman taking sojourning Star members.
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM SEMI
visited.
consolation. Luncheon was served.
Miss Helena Upham returned Fri-I No form of wild life or humah is
day from Knox Hospital where she) safe from these often youthful ma
ROCKVILLE
VINALHAVEN
had been a patient since Monday rauders and the law which allows
FLORIDA
She
will
later
go
to
Boston
for
a
them to carry a gun is a laugh.
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh served as
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett
,
MIAMI’S
They have no respect for Sunday, it
president at Union Church Circle. throat operation.
motored
to Portland Monday to at
is
the
same
as
Saturday
to
them.
Tire
Johnson
Society
met
Wednes

Thursday in the absence of Mrs.
day at the home of Mrs. Olive Whit Even the old bob-tailed cat scuttling tend the dinner at Lafayette Hotel
Charles Chilles.
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
Mrs Clinton Teel has returned tier. The time was devoted to quilt to safety across an open space in honor of Scott Leavitt of Great
An enjoyable view from our sparious ground-floor porches,
tacking. Next week the Club will bounces into the air. falls, quivers Fall, Mont., national commander of
from Philadelphia and Baltimore.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
and mistress wonders why he doesn't the United Spanish War Veterans.
Mrs. James Christie entertained meet with Mrs Susie Auspland.
come for his supper. A tiny bird de- ;
the Bridge Eight at her home Wed
Word has been received of the
HOTEL
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Maloney enter
ciding to winter in this cold northern
nesday night. Supper was served
Booklet
June tn
birth Thursday of a daughter. Ann
tained
at
dinner
Sunday
Mr.
and
Marguerite Chapter. OES. met Christie, to Mr. and Mrs. Austin clime preens his feathers on a tele- [
Oc tuber
on
Mrs. Douglas Vinal of Thomaston. !
Application
Monday night at which time a me Whitney at Scranton , Pa.. Mr. phone wire in anticipation of a
Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McKinney. Miss
search
for
breakfast.
A
well
aimed
morial service was solemnized.
Maselynn
Whitney is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mary
Moses,
Fawn
Littlehale
of
j
Stamford
D.D.G.M. Edgar A. Ames of Thom William E. Whitney of this town shot stills the song that would have Rockland.
Corner Second Street
It II. Mase
Del. Co.
aston installed the officers of Moses Friends here extend congratulations been- in the tiny throat. When some
N, Y.
Manager
Mrs. Dana A. Sherer was guest
and First Avenne
living thing isn t sighted for a tar
Webster Lodge. FAM TuesdayMrs. Minetta Paul, president and get by these youthful nimrods then Wednesday cf Mr. and Mrs. John D
Moderate Rates
night and also inspected the work on
her corps of efficient helpers are to the windows of every vacant dwell Sherer. West Meadows.
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
the entered apprentice degree. The
be congratulated on the success ot ing in the neighborhood afford an
E. H. Perry who was confined to
officers for the coming year arethe Christmas sale and supper at the opportunity for their skill.
the
house several days with a cold ls
Worshipful Master, Alfred Lawry.
Baptist vestry Wednesday under
Something the trouble with a law out again.
S. W, Curtis Webster; J W G. A.
the auspices of the Ladies' Circle. which allows such depredations on
Mrs. Nellie Perry and Miss Mabel
I, awry; treasurer. Edgar Bradstreet;
Presiding over the various tables, life and property, either with the Oxton spent Wednesday with their
secretary. C. L. Boman; chaplain,
whioh displayed many attractive law or its enforcement.
niece Mrs. Alden Perry and family.
O. C. Lane; S D. Victor Shields,
articles and which were well patron
Annie Ripley
Joseph Kirk has had the ell of his
J. D.. Calvin Vinal; senior steward
ized. were: Ella Overlock and Mrs
house shingled.
Frank Rossiter: junior steward. P. A
Eliza Jones, fancy articles; Mrs.
White; tyler. E. M. Hall A banquet
Miss Olive Tolman was a caller
UNION
Josephine Wall and Mrs. Marian
was served during intermission.
Tuesday on Miss Marcia Farwell in 1
Ingraham, aprons; Mrs. Marion
The visiting officer Mr. Ames and
Rockland.
High School Notes
Richards, candy. In charge of the
Aaron Clark of Thomaston, were
Miss Josephine Farrington is ill
supper were Mrs. Paul, Maude Walk
Plans are being made for a Christ
guests of Past Master David Duncan,
er, Christie Whitney and Mrs. Over mas dance, Dec 18 at the gymnasi and has been out of school all the
while in town.
look assisted by Mrs. Richards. Nina um. Committees are: Christmas tree. week.
The Lions Club held its meeting and
A new chimney has been erected in
Carroll and Marie Bisbee as wait Willard Howard, Rudy Hesselgren;
The mere knowlciiqc Ihat al Ihe Columbus you ire indeed al Ihe
supper Thursday at Union Church
the
main- part of Vesper Hall's house,
decorating, Shirley Morton, Alice
resses.
social and qenqraphical center nf Ihinqs lends a sense nf sell beinq
vestry after which a lecture illus
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane have j Farris; orchestra and programs, a recent fire having made a new flue
Ihat enhances ynur enliit slay llul Loluiiibtis charm is runted deep in
trated by moving pictures was en
necessary. Moody brothers of Rock
Henry Simmons. Betty Rich; refresh
praclic.il fpiindalions in quiet luxury of appuinlmenls. in proficiency
joyed by the large audience Rod returned from an enjoyable three
land did the work.
ments, Hope Bowley. Muriel Butler,
in providinq Ihe crcalure cumforls. in superior service. Two entire
ney Feyler, Commissioner of Sea and weeks' visit with relatives and friends
F. C. Maloney from effects of a
Virginia Howe; tickets. Madeline
in
Massachusetts
and
Connecticut.
Shore Fisheries and Charles Cough
rusty nail in his foot Wednesday, has
Hones uf public rooms. individual decorations, halhs with Imlh tub and
Services Sunday at the Baptist Gordon; posters, William Kearly, been confined to the house several
lin and party of Rockland were pres
slower, complete soflwalT plant, slcam heal, unique seventeenth
Woodrow
Gould,
Bruno
Aho
and
Church. J W Hyssong. pastor, will
ent.
days.
floor dininq ruum-added lo centralized convenience ,o every
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Bautista an begin with the 11 o'clock service cf William Lucas.
business and recreational aclivily—these are foremost amouq Ihe
Students are looking forward with
nounce the marriage of their daugh worship; sermon subject, "The Day
many faclurs lhal cunlrihule lo complele vacation tiqoyraenl in
WEST WASHINGTON
ter, Miss Paula Marion Petterson to of Atonement;" 12 o'clock, Bible enthusiasm to the basketball game
Miami's finest HoteL
Mrs. Myra Cooley is at the Cottage
William M. Andreas of Los Angeles. School; 6 p. m. Christian Endeavor, Tuesday with the boys' and girls'
AJtmttee Ronmnunu art oJniaNc, Wnl/ or IVirr today
The marriage took place Dec. 4 in leader, Mrs. Ray Easton; 7 o'clock, teams of Waldoboro High School in Hospital in Whitefield for treatment.'
St Peter's Episcopal Church in San prayer and praise service with ser the Union gymnasium. The public is
G.O.C. Club met Wednesday nighi
Pedro. Calif. The bride's family was mon subject "Mercy Omnipotent and guaranteed an exciting evening, if with Miss Harriet Wellman. Mar - j
fcrmerlv of Vinalhaven but has been Justice." Thursday at 7 p. m. the they watch Coach Thomas's "up and garet Johnson was admitted to mem
MIAMI
0 T C L
residing in La Jolla and San Diego, mid-week service of praise, prayer coming" boys team. It has won1 bership.
three out of five games, losing to
and Bible study.
Calif., for the past ten years.
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Hewett of Som
Thomaston.
Miss Nellie Trim, 63. died Thurs
erville visited Wednesday with Mr.
The Honor Roll for the first 12
day at her home in Simonton, fol
weeks' ranking period has been post and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
lowing a long period of ill health.
The Christmas tree entertainment
Funeral services will be held Sunday j ed: Senior Group: A—H. Bowley, M. of the West Washington School and
Butler, V. Howe, B. Rich, E. Riutta;
at 2 from the home.
senior group B—M. Alley, M Gor Sunday School will be next Thurs
«ATESI
don, D. McEdwards; junior group A day at the chapel.
S«JU
tQ Your hotej jn BQST0N
SOUTH WALDOBORO —S. Abbott, E. Carver; E. Gleason. Mrs. Mac Hibbert is at the home
OoubU
filMo
4
1»
—~~
M. Hannon. E. Simmons D. Young. of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Colby of
AIL «OOM$ WITH |ATN
Mr and Mrs John Eakins have reCoopers
Mills
for
a
week.
P. Young; junior group B— E. Goff,
500 Rooms
Speeal ««<kly f«t*|
turned from six weeks' visit with
B. Howe, L. Newbert; sophomore
Mrs. Edith Hewett of Somerville
relatives and friends in Paterson, N
group B—B. Aho, B. Farris, A. Layr, was guest Wednesday evening of j
RADIO
J. and other parts of that State.
G. Rolfe; freshman group B—V. Katie Kennedy.
SERVIDOR
Harry C. Rogers and Lowell Wal Brooks, M. Butler, B. Farris, W.
Mrs. Lina Bartlett and son Ken-j
TUB ’-.SHOWER
lace were business callers Friday in Hannon. F. McEdwards. L. Storer.
neth, Mrs. Fred Swett and daughter
Augusta.
Alberta made a visit at the home of
Horace Flanders is at the home of
Mrs. Edson Wellman recently
his sister-in-law. Mrs. Sadie Flan
« NORTH STATION
Everett Dawson was in Massachu
ders, for the winter.
*4 STEP-fremyoor TRAIN-f./.ec ROOM"
Yield quicker to the
setts last week.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Brazier, Mr.
Poultice-Vapor action of
John Babb. Orrin Bowman and
and Mrs. Paul Winchenbaugh and
Burt Brazier were visitors Monday in
Ernest Wellman were business callers
Vaporub
Portland.
last Thursday in Gardiner.

Y

C. W. HOPKINS,,NC-

Ideal Resort Hotel

GRALYNN

P'3’® NO TRAFFIC OR

J

Chest Colds

MANGER

TAXI/*
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’TWAS GRIMES NIGHT

STRAND MONDAY-TUESDAY

The annual inspection of Grace
Chapter, O.E.S. will be held in Ma
sonic hall Wednesday, at 7.30. with
Mrs. Lyle Woodard, of Greenville,
associate grand matron, as inspecting
officer.
Services at the Baptist Church
Sunday will be: Bible School at 9 45
o'clock; worship at 11. the pastor's
sermon. ' Bewitched.'' Music will in
clude the anthems. How Beautiful
Upon the Mountains' by H. Flaxing- j
ton Harker with incidental duet by
Mrs. Grace M. Strout and Miss
Margaret Simmons, and "Dear Lord
and Master of Mankind" by Whlttier-Maker. At 7 o'clock the pastor's
subject will be "Four Deceitful
Things.”
The local Red Cross is completing
a satisfactory annual Roll Call, onehalf of each membership fee of $1.09
being retained for local use. The [
need in this town is largely for ,
glasses for children, whose parents ;
cannot provide them. Free exami
nation is given by Drs. William El
lingwood and Walter P. Conley of
Rockland, and is gratefully acknowl
edged by the Red Cross. Frequent
changes in lenses and repair work is !
quite an expense during the year and ,
no other local fund is available for J
this purpose. Therefore the co-op- j
eration of the citizens is necessary to Joe E. Brown and Carol Hughes in "Polo Joe" at the Strand Monday and
carry on this relief.
/
Tuesday.—adv.
Miss Ardelle Maxey delightfully
entertained R.R.&C. Club at tea by the Baptist Ladies' Circle ln thc of Grades one. two and three, and of
Wednesday afternoon at her home on vestry Tuesday afternoon was a Thomaston High School. The at
Main street.
pleasant social affair and although tendance banner was awarded tlie
At a recent meeting of the Fed the proceeds are not yet determined third grade. Candy was sold during
erated Ladies' Circle held at the par it is believed it was most profitable. the evening.
sonage. these officers were elected: An important feature was the baby
Burpee Furniture Co. offer a spe
President. Mrs. Edna Young; vice- show, and the judges, being unable
president. Mrs. Edith Hathorne; sec-1 to make a decision as to the winner cial Christmas gift for “Dad" an
retary. Mrs. Nina Leach; treasurer, of first prize presented ribbons to English Lounge Chair, big. comfort
Mrs. Shirley Williams; executive - all babies under two years of age able. sturdy in construction, yet
board. Mrs Eliza W. Walker. Miss' those receiving them being Kathleen graceful and handsome. "Quality
Nellie Gardiner and Mrs. Josephine Libby. Rae Clark. Donna Edwards. Tested ' at only $34.50 with budget
W. Stone. A report of the year's Benjamin Perry. Nancy Morse. Albert terms if desired—adv.
work showed that $45 above the an- Marshall and Martha Jack. Other ennual objective set for the past year., trants 'in the show were Donald
had been raised. Hostesses at this 1 Thorndike. James Hall. Louise Spear
meeting were Mrs. Helen Dana, retir- Roger Libby. Edward Vinal and Joan
ing president and Mrs. Young, new-, Vinal. Tea was served by Mrs. Guy
A New England
K. Lermond and Mrs. Leila W.
ly-elected president.
Product, at attrac
tive prices. Send
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot went to Bos Smalley.
for free samples
ton Wednesday to visit her daughter.
with knitting hints.
State Agent Addresses P.T.A.
Miss Barbara Elliot, who is studying
Visit our yam shop.
The
Parent-Teacher
Association
there.
Open daily.
. and...
Warden
Mrs. Edward n
P John-*2 meeting held Thursday in the High
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc
School assembly hall was well at
son returned home Tuesday night,
Concord Worsted Mills
tended.
interest
in
this
get-together
Concord. New Hampshire
after spending several days in New
being shown in spite of a severe rain
144T&S13
Haven, while on business.
storm. The speaker of the evening
Friendly Club meets at the home of
was Harrison C. Lyseth. State agent
Mrs. Frank D. Hathorne. Dunn
of Secondary Education, whose sub
street. Wednesday night. Members
loC\imen
ject was. "You Never Can Tell." re
are reminded to take jelly or pre
ferring to music, art. science and
serves for the Christmas boxes.
education.
At the meeting of Grace Chapter.
Among the many interesting fact,
OES. Wednesday night, a Memorial
stressed by Mr.t Lyseth was the in
service was held for Arthur Hatch.
crease in the number of High School
Mrs. Lizzie Moore and L. Emerson
and Academy students in the S'et ■
Watts. After the meeting, luncheon
of Maine during the last 14 years
was served.
the total registration at the begin
Baptist Woman's Mission Circle
ning of that period being 22 000 and
meets Tuesday afternoon at the home
at the present time 48.000 Maine
of Mrs. Minnie Wilson. The time
is 35th among the States for per
will be devoted to White Cross Work.
capita educational expenditure and
Mrs. George Gardiner went Friday
the speaker urged the importance of
to Camden to spend the weekend
giving our boys and girls a better
*74 UsA’
FOR CHRISTMAS
with Miss Bertha Clason.
start. His talk held the intense in
* \
Individual Plum PudThe past chancellors of Arcana
’ i V’Y dings Cellophane
terest of his audience and the Asso
/ A- , wrapped. Package of
Lodge. K.P. held their annual supper
six 23c.
ciation was indeed fortunate to have
Tuesday in the banquet hall, the
'•<Fruit Cake (light or
obtained another exceptionally good
dark) SOc and $1.
menu having been planned and
speaker this season.
AT YOUR INDEPENDENT GROCERS
served by members of Mayflower
The program also included musical
Temple. Pythian Sisters. Those who
selections and high lights of a recent
N'SSEN BAKlMG CO
attended were H. G. Page. William
minstrel show, presented by pupils 1
Smith. Chauncey Dunbar. Fred Well
man and Alvin Wiggin. of Camden
Lodge in Camden, and George Gray,
of the Georges River Lodge, in War
ren. Maynard E. Wentworth. Frank
Lineken, Richard O. Elliot, Benja
min Smalley. Howard J. Beattie
Stanley R. Cushing. Herbert Everett
If “■ ft •
N. F Andrews, Levi Copeland. Rod
rj.".
ney Jordan. Edward OBrien Burgess.
Hollis Gilchrest, Anson Pryor. May
nard Spear. Richard E Dunn Fred
Fernald. Charles M. Starrett, Adel- !
REVOLUTIONIZES
bert Benner and Capt. Alton Chad- !
wick of this town, and J. Walter}
RADIO TUNING...
Strout of Rockland.
SHlnmnlirnlly Annum
erfect one
Mrs. W. E. Marshall and Mrs. Sue
K. John returned Thursday to Al- j
toona, Penn., after being guests of |
YOU'LL he ra«rina|pri when you tee the
Warden and Mrs. Edward P Johnson
C-fc Colorama Dial flash from red to a
hrillianl green an the eirruil of thin G-E
for two weeks. They were accom-1
Focused Tone Radio automatically nnapa
panied by Mrs George A. Grazier.;
into precision tuning of the nation you
are dialing. But you'll gel an even grenb
who has been with Warden and Mrs
er thrill when you linen lo the whoh
new range of tones brought to vou foi
Johnson for several months, and who
TONE RADKE *
W tOUStD
was returning to her home in Tyrone, j
Penn.
Mrs. Lee W. Walker accompanied!
ONLY
by Mrs. Lewis C. Sturtevant, Mrs. |
$22.50
Bowdoin L. Grafton and Miss Letitia ;
fro^
up
Creighton motored to Portland Tues
Before you buy
ra
dio be aure to see and
day for the day.
CIVES vou 4LL
hear the new G-E a. The
these
truly remarkable frni.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Wilson of Gray
FUTl RES
vrr» and
they of
fer will prove to your
spent Wednesday with relatives in
C-E Cola
eyes, ears ar.d pocket
Dial
book that G-E la the
town.
C-E Automatir
vnlu radio for you'
Come in today and con
frequency
Services at St. John's Church
vince yourself!
Control
C-E Local Si*.
Sunday will be Holy Eucharist and
• ion PerAonaliier
sermon. 9.30 a m.; mission service.
C-E Silent Tui
5 p. m.
PURCHASE
Beta Alpha Club meets Mondaj’
C-E MODEL E-105 Formed Tone Radio
YOUR
night at the home of Mrs. Alpheus
Colorama Dial Automatic Frequency Control.
RADIO
Jones Wadsworth street
Peraonaliree. Sentry Box. Sliding-rule Tuning
Scale. 12-Inch Slabiliied Dynamic Speaker. Mi»«QX’ CUR
Services Sunday at the Federated
k-Speech ControL Baa* and Treble CnmpenaaI km. 10 Metal Tube®. S-Band. Tuning Range:
DEFERRED
Church will begin with: Sunday
Standard Broadcasts, Police <Lalla, Aviation, Amaleora, International Short-wave. AutoPAYMENT
School at 9.45; junior service at 11;
gffn***^* C**Wt *» W‘"‘ $99-9*’
PLAN
to tlie younger children Miss L.
Blanche Raysor will tell the story of
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
"The Child and The Star" and the
pastor will continue Charles Dickens'
"A Christmas Carol." At this service
the junior choir wil sing. "We Three
Kings of Orient Are " At 7 o'clock
442 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 721
the pastor will use as subject, “The
Parable of the Unfruitful Victory."
YOU LL ALWAYS JE GLAD YOU BOUGHT A G-E
The annual Christmas fair given

KNITTING WOOLS

/\J*

P

V1'

HOUSE-SHERMAN, inc.

T

!

Doughty Captain ln Fine
Fettle At Cascade Alleys
—Gene’s Birthday
•‘Will you walk Into my parloi?" said the
Spiders to the Files—
And they walked ln all a smiling, as they
cocked a thousand eyes.
But before the match was ended they
were feeling mighty sau.
And when the score was settled, for tne
Fites t’was Juat—"Toe bad."

103 3? SDNI1SVH a ’3

WHEN SANTA COMES

GIVEN A RECEPTION

Spruce Head Woman Has Miss Bertha I. Bird, Long
lime Ieacher, Surprised
a Suggestion Concerning
By Auburn (Mass.) Friends
Capt. Wincapaw’s Flight

35(1"] n.no^ SJOUJ ly

SB*D »U‘J jnO

S’TL ’’S'A
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Putting to rout entirely the theoryS3AVS1VH1QV 311111 3H1
propounded by an old nurseiy rhyme
that an elderly gentleman by the
name of Grimes was lately deceased
IS NOT WORKABLE
TWICE HONORED
that dynamic red headed leader ol
the Vinalhaven Ganders. Franklin Bell Committee Thus Reports Golden Rod Chapter Has Had
On Townsend Old Age
Wellington Blucher Napoleon Grime*
Two “Grand Ruths”—
Pension Plan
led his rejuvenated flock of revenge
Other Grand Officers
seeking birds to a sweet and joyful
The Bell Investigating Committee
Golden Rod Chapter OES of
victory over their arch enemy last Issued a majority report Wednesday
Monday night at the Cascade Alleys saying the Townsend $200-a-mon*h Rockland has twice been honored
Captain Pool's skipperless Skippers old age pension bill is economically with the choice of "Grand Ruth"
unworkable.
from its membership. Mrs Gertr'idc
fell off the wind so much from their
Chairman Bell, and four other
previous effort of the week before members of the eight-man committee Boody is the present holder of that
that the Ganders were able to win by signed the report, summarizing find office.
Mrs. Nellie Dow. the present treas
a 33-pin margin. Arid as a result ings of last spring's investigation
Captain Grimes was blowing free which resulted in the indictment of urer of Golden Rod, was "Grand
Dr. Francis E. Townsend and two Ruth" from 1903 to 1904. She was
cigar smoke, eating free ice cream
aides charged with contempt of the .
and enjoying free bowling for thc House. They refuse to testify at | again a grand officer. "District Dep
uty Grand Matron from 1910 to 1912
entire evening.
committee hearings.
Again the dashing leader from
Representative Hoffman, Republi Much of her traveling’ for Inspections
Pequot led his beaten team in high can of Michigan did not sign the re was done bv horse ana buggy con
string and total and again was he port, asserting that his views of the veyance. The next grand officer
trailed for second place by the old pension organization, which accum from Golden Rod was Mrs. Laura
Goose. 10 pins separating the two ulated v approximately $1,000,000 in | Maxey, when she held the position cf
lead-off men. Leon Sanborn made a nickel, dime and quarter contribu District Deputy Grand Matron.
splendid come back from nis poor tions of club members, were set forth
The following names were omitted
showing last week and was third mar. in the Congressional Record.
Thursday from the Grand line up:
Two
members.
Townsendite
repreI
from the top, while the doughty Cap
Mrs. Neliie Dow. Past D.DG.M. of
tain Frank who is throwing a wicked sentatives on the investigating body I
Rockland. Mrs. Harriet Rawley. Pas'
hooked ball this season was fourth submitted minority reports Repre
D.DG.M. of Tenant's Harbor, and
Gene Hall, riding the crest of a wave sentative. Collins Republican, of1
Mrs. Laura Maxey. Past DD.G.M.
was celebrating a birthday that was California said: "From tlie forego- I
of Rockland. Other omissions were:
to fall due on the morrow, and not ing conclusions and opinions I here- '
Past Patron Frank Maxey, and Alcontent with the regular three string by dissent."
mon Cooper, ushers. Alfred Church
Representative Tolan. Democrat ,
match organized a little private bat
and Al. Borgerson. decorations and
tle afterward, only quitting the of California whose minority report
Mrs Bertha Borgerson. refreshments.
games when the others refused to was previously revealed exclusively
Golden Rod Chapter O.ES. met
bowl longer. Gene wasn't telling by the United Press, charged that the
last night for the regular session with
everybody just what birthday he was inquiry was inspired politically by
Mrs Sarah Griffin as chairman of
celebrating but rumor had it that it Congressmen afraid of defeat be
was three score years and ten. Any cause of activities of Townsend clubs the splendid supper. At the conclu
body who can get as much fun out of i The majority findings, all of them sion of the meeting there was a
life as Gene does at his age. deserves - developed during the public hearings Christmas tree in the banquet hall
under the supervision of Mrs. Hattie
easy rolling for the rest of his days. ' last Spring, were:
1. That Old Age Revolving Pen- Davis and Milton Griffin. No supper
An element of mystery has entered
into the sport of bowling in Vinal . sions. Ltd., is entirely controlled by next time as it is Christmas night.
haven of late. It happened thusly— i Dr. Townsend; that any time it can
MORRISON-SPRAGUE
One day this week a notice appeared be dissolved and its assets distributed
on the bulletin board of the Cascade to the incorporators.
A pretty wedding took place at the
2. That the Prosperity Publishing
Alleys stating that a team known as
home of Mr. and Mrs A. R. Abel in
the Alley Rats would challenge any I Co., publishers of the profitable
Sullivan on Thankgiving day. when
five bowlers in town. The next day Townsend Weekly, with ‘assets of
William Morrison of Fitchburg. Mass,
this was accepted by a team of Un several hundred thousand dollars at
and Marguerite Sprague, of Rock
knowns and although the date is set , the least." is controlled by Townland. formerly of this place, were
for the match no one knows who It j send and may be dissolved at any
married
The bride and groom wer«
going to toe the mark for the Un i time Its assets may be distributed
attended by W. R. Hooper of Sullivan
knowns. While there are quite a few , to its stockholders.
3. That R E. Clements co-founder, as best man and Miss Hilda Morse of
good bowlers in Vinalhaven this team
made
about $79,000 in salaries, divi Rockland as bridesmaid. The bride
of Unknowns will have to be extra
good for the Alley Rats are rough, dends and profits in a little more wore a brown acetate crepe dress anu
tough and hard to handle, besides liv than one year, and in addition all his carried a bouquet of carnations. Tho
ing in the Alley and knowing every living expenses were paid. Clements bridesmaids gown was of similar
cut and material but blue in color
resigned during the inquiry.
inch of the woodwork.
4 That Townsend received a to The ceremony was performed by Rev.
The score:
tal of about $52.C00 in salaries, divi Harry P Taylor of East Corinth.
Ganders
The following intimate friends and
i Goose ...................... 100 77 99 276 dends and profits up to April 1. 1936
Sanborn ..................
94 85 95 274 and all his Lving expenses were paid. relatives were present: Master Herbert
5. That the movement's sole pur Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. A R. Abel.
' Grimes .................. 85 90 n 268
Winslow ................. 81 82 79 242 pose was enactment of the $200-a- Mr. and Mrs Harvard Young. Mr.
83 84 91 264 month pension plan as embodied in and Mrs. Charles Watson. Stuart
Littlefield
Abel and Mrs. Harry Taylor. After
— — — the McGroarty Bill.
the ceremony, a gay dinner party
6.
That
the
McGroarty
Bill
would
449
418
457
1324
Total ......
not raise enough revenue to pay more was held at the home of Mrs. Amelia
Skippers
80 105 101 286 than "a small part" of thc intended Ashe in West Gouldsboro.
Poole .....
Friday. Mr. and Mrs. Morrison ana
Dr°w
93 78 92 263 pensions.
7. That at least $1,000,000 has been Master Sprague left for Ithaca. N. Y .
. 68 87 84 239
Peterson
where Mr. Morrison is employed as
Dyer ....... ................ ' 78 76 95 249 collected hy Oarp in two years.
8. That the Townsend Plan is superintendent of construction.—
89 76 89 254
Hall .......
— — — economically unsound because: 10 Ellsworth American.
Total ..... .............. 408 422 461 1291 percent cf the people would receive
half the national income from the
SNOW NOT LACKING
labor of the other 90 percent: th?
cost of living would rise immediately; If Capt. Mitch-Il's 21 Stcrms Mate■ ializr—A Very Accurate Wcaher
it would be almost impossible to en
SOUTHERN CRUISE"
Prophet
force the tax; unemployment would
There will only be a total of 21
increase enormously; ar.d Its opera
Thirteen more days to go to the tion "would wreck the economic and snowstorms this winter, according to
end of the Southern Winter Cruise financial structure of the Country Capt. Arthur E. 'Mitchell, keeper of
the Fort Point lighthouse, who is
Contest op the nlgh-t before Christ and bring chaos and ruin."
mas at 10:30 p. m. The place will be
Tire office of U. S. Attorney Leslie famed as a weather prophet up and
Perry s Main Street Market The Garnett said today that attorneys for down thc Maine coast. Capt. Mitchell
official time will 'be the Western Dr. Townsend had made inquiries re predicted 38 snow storms for last
Union clock in the store.
garding his appearance to plead to winter, and the actual number was
A complete recount of all votes de the House contempt indictment. 36 He predicted 26 lor the winter
posited is now going on with Judges They indicated that Townsend would before last, and there were just 26.
In the past eight years he claims
Chauncey Keene. Harry W.lbur and plead before a U. S. commissioner in
Lendon Jackson working like beav Chicago soon and post $1,000 bond he has only been two or three storms
out of the way of his predictions. He
ers most every evening to complete for trial.
is quoted.
the first stage of their work. The
“I make my predictions on the first
Judges will be ln charge of all count
ONE BET WAS RIGHT
snow in the Fall. I take the age of
ings on the closing night and will I
—
publish the final standings over a Wiscors'n Piofefisor Who Bet Maine the moon and the date of the month
notary public's seal. Und2r no Would Go For Landon Soliloquizes 1 on which the snow falls, and add
circumstances will the Judges ac
Reflections on the national elec them together. For example, this
cept any votes for counting after tion are yet heard occasionally, a November we had a new moon on the
10:30 p. m.. Dec. 24. All votes will Westerner's vie wpoint being expressed 13th and the first snow came on the
have to bear the name of the con recently in a letter to Robert seventeenth. Thc moon was four
testant for whom they are to be I Thayer Sterling, assistant keeper at days old. and four added to sevencredited.
Portland Head Light, whose contri ! teen the days of the month, makes
Francis Havener Jr., has climbed butions arc often found in these 21 the total number -f snow storms
: that we will have thi winter. I can
from fourth to first place since the columns.
last counting. Edna Gregory still
Capt. Sterling's correspondent, a | give no reason whatev r for the why
defends second position against all professor ir. a Wisconsin college, | of this system, bi t s rangely it
comers. Vivian Mullen after a brief wrote: “I made only one election bet j seems to work out. It i a system
period in the lead. Is now in third or prediction that came true. I : which was used successfully many
place.
,
predicted that Maine would go for years by Philip Cumming, a ship's
The standing to noon of Dec. 11: Landon. I am not sure but, that the j carpenter of Harrington. One winter
Francis Havener Jr.................. 18.028 majority of the ipecple can be relied he predicted a total of 40 snowstorms
Edna Gregory ........
18.002 upon to be mere nearly correct than and got them all.”
Vivian Mullen .......................... 17.896 can the minority. Therefore I must
Arlene Havener ....................
17,068 admit the majority's opinion of the
For a
Charles Mitchell ...................... 9.972 political situation was better than
career o,
Choose HUB ACADEMY', largest In
Leon White Jr......................
7.244 the minority.
New England. Faculty of professional
Daisy Gray
.......................... 5.119
“There is at least one characteris
lecturers. Aggressive employment de
partment to place graduates. Fully
Vera Ames
.......................... 4 656 tic of the American people which is
equipped kit given absolutely free of
chargp
Day and evening classes now
Carrie Breen .................. 5....... 4.403 greatly to be admired. We fight
forming. Write for catalogue.
Ellen Anderson ...................
3.501 about elections and work ourselves
HUB ACADEMY
William Cross ........................ 3,171 up to a gTeat pitch of excitement and
Of Hair and Beauty Culture
161 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston
Clayton McMahon ................. 1,773 agitation, but the next day we are all
Approved by State of Maine
Vivian Foster ......................... 1,716 back In the harness-pulling together."

BEAUTY CULTURE

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette;—
In a few days Santa Claus, the
hero cf the air, in the form cf Capt.
W. H. Wincapaw, will be dropping
packages to the lighthouse people all
along the coast. To the generous
donors I wish to say, "Has i! never
occurred to you to add just a few
•“xlra packages for the isolated fish
ermen who are forced by circumstan
ces to stay in their camps on ihe
outer islands all winter?"
I am not denying that tlie light
house keepers are deserving,-far be
it from me to entertain such a
thought. In my mind they are per
forming a noble deed, but the recipi
ents of the gifts are not as isolated
as the men of whom I am spenking.
Lighthouse keepers have comfortable
homes to live in. telephone connec
tion and in many instances have thc
best of radios, while the fishermen
have nothing to make life worth
while.
For several years it has been my
privilege to observe the lives of fish
ermen and I have found their exis
tence to be empty indeed. In some
cases they are men long past middle
age. yet children at heart at this
season of the year. Can you not
imagine the flash of joy which would
light up the face of some fisherman
on hearing the drone of Santa's
plane and be able to go out and pick
up a package containing a magazine,
paper or cigarettes?
The extra expense of this act would
be as nothing compared to the
pleasure thus conveyed to some man
who feels he is indeed forgotten. It
was my personal pleasure a few years
ago to send a package to an old man
on Christmas morning, and my re
ward came when he told me of the
joy it gave him. for he was located
on a lonely island and the remem
brance was deeply appreciated.
I am not trying to "blow my own
horn" as the saying goes, but making
an attempt to picture to you just
how lonesome these men are. I am
sure there must be someone in every
community who would be willing to
send in a list of the names of fisher
men living in the more remote points
and who are known to be deserving
and lonely at Christmas time.

A Rockland womnn who has long
been a teacher in the Auburn (Mass )
public schools was recently honored
by friends there. The Worceeier
Evening Gazette thus tells the story:
A surprise party was given in the
lower Town Hall for Miss Bertha I.
Bird, who has completed 25 years'
teaching in the public schools here.
The 75 friends present greeted her
upon her appearance with cheeis
ending with a count up to 25. Rev.
Albert H. Wheelock, minister emeri
tus of the Auburn Congregational
Church, with whem Miss Bird had
worked for many years as president
ol the Womans Circle and teacher
end assistant superintendent of the
Sunday School, presented her, in
behalf of her friends, with a pair of
silver candlesticks and a silver eve
ning purse.
"A reception followed with repre
sentatives of the various organiza
tions in which she has been most
prominent in the receiving line. Rev.
Raymond E. Walker, pastor of the
Congregational Church; Philip Roach,
principal ot the Mary D. 8tone
School; Miss Mona Adshead, presi
dent of the Auburn Woman's Club;
Elmer Hallberg. master of the
Grange; Mrs. Bertha I. Spaulding,
chairman of the Red Cross. Re
freshments were served, with Mrs.
Clarence M. Harris and Miss Fran
ces Hogan pouring, and former pupils
serving, under the direction of C.
Robert Prouty. The teachers of the
Mary- D Stone School presented her
with a corsage of gardenias.
"Following the reception, there
were cards and the prizes were won
by Mrs Adelle Perry, whist; Miss
Bird, contract: Mrs Albert H. Wheel
ock. auction. The committee in
charge was Mrs. Spaulding. Mrs
Charles W. Albrecht, Mrs. James H.
Toas. Mr and Mrs. Eugene O. Par
sons, George O Keep. Charles H.
Rose and C. Robert Prouty.

WITH THE BOWLERS

At the end of thc second week tiie
team standing at tlie Star Alleys is:
W
L
PC.
Team 6 ..........
2 0
1000
Team 5 ................ I
0
1.000
Team 1 .............. .. 1
1
-500
Someone whose home la where the ocean Team 2 ................ 1
1
500
Break* with a mighty roar.
1
-500
And the seabird screams and chattera Team 4 ................ 1
On tts flight from shore to shore.
Team 7
1 1
500
And the sea ts the only music
Ever reaching his tired ear.
Team 3 ............... 0
2
0C0
As lt breaks and beats and splashes
Team 8 .............. 0
1
.000
Sending salt spray far and near
• • • •
Mrs. Margaret Elwell
Recent bowling results at the Star
Spruce Head, Dec. 10
Alleys: Rockland 1465, Bath 1434;
Sim's Tigers 2018. Paramount Pan
EXTENSION GRANTED
thers 1967; Rockland (10-man team)
2342, Camden (10-man team) 2258.
Extension of time for construction
Summaries in Tuesday's issue.
of the Deer Isle Bridge, in Maine,
conditioned on action before Feb. 1
by the Maine Legislature, was an
MONDAY-TUESDAY
nounced yesterday in the office of
Representative Brewster.

Butter Pecan is the flavor of the
Fro-Joy Pt. roll for Christmas, roled
in finely chopped English walnuts.
Your nearby Ice Cream dealer is tak
ing orders, now for delivery Christ
mas morning —adv.
148&151&153

COMIQUE
CAMDEN

TODAY—DOUBLE FEATURE

JANE WITHERS

in

“PEPPER”
and
STl'ART ERWIN

into romance-

&

tot^

fta

“Women Are Trouble”
Matinee 2.80; Evening 6.15 to 11
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Dionne Quintuplets
in

TODAY GENE AUTRY in
“COMIN" AROUND
THE MOUNTAIN"

“REUNION”
Sunday Si liedule 2.30 to 7.30
Monday Matinee 2; Evg. 6.30, 8.30

MONDAY-TUESDAY

MEET JOE, THE WONDER POLO PLAYER!
You’ll wonder what he’s going to do next, at this
Crowned Prince of Polo throws your funnybone for a \
goal-o in the merriest Brown show you’ll ever laugh at!

y
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY
Consul and Mrs. David H. Buffum
of Leipzig. Germany, are planning to
spend Christmas with Consul and
Mrs. Travis in England, making the
journey by airplane. Mr. and Mrs.
Travis were formerly associated with
the Buflums in Palermo, Italy.

Cynthia, 6-year-old daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Roscoe L. Dobbins and Mr,
and Mis. Clarence Knowlton, is In the and Mrs. Richard Dobbins (Thelma
care of a trained nurse at her home Crowell) left Thursday for New York
: on State street, where she is seriously where they will spend the winter.
ill with pneumonia.

Page Severi

The History Study Group was en
tertained by Mrs Edward Hellier
Thursday afternoon. The study pe
riod embraced the reign of King
Georfge IV and King William IV.

ii

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

DECEMBER CLEARANCE SALE

Mrs. Norman Kalloch was hostess to
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton will
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hill of Bar
leave today for Winthrop, Mass., the Harvesters Club Tuesday night at
and
1 Harbor were recent guests of Mr
where they will reside, their daughter her home on North Main street.
The Thursday Club met for cards Mrs p p
Miss Margaret Dunton joining them Christmas sewing was in order and
at the heme of JMrs. George Davis, .
_____
the members voted to prepare a
there for the holidays.
Rankin street.
Archer M. Robbins of Portland is
basket for some needy family at
spending the weekend as guest of his
Arthur Brewer, grandson of Mr.
Christmas time. Present were Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Alice Robbins, Maple
The Auxiliary to V.F.W. held a Edwin Ludwick, Mrs. Stanley Snow.
and Mrs. Fred French of Granite
street.
very successful beano party Thursday Mrs. Charles Lake and Mrs. Clifford
street, is a patient at Knox Hospital.
night at the home of Mrs. Daniel Melvin. The next meeting will be
Mrs. Marion Cook was hostess to ; Noonan at Ingraham Hill. The large held at Mrs. Lake's home on Chest
The Arts and Crafts Society held
its weekly meeting with Mrs. Edward the Tuesday Night Club, Wednesday i nilmber who defied the elements were nut stret t.
Sylvester, Main street. Members were of this week, at her home on Beech amply repaid by the charming hospi
Burpee Furniture Co. offer a spebusily engaged with Christmas articles street. Card honors went to Mrs. tality of the hostess. The dining
and the exhibit included place cards, Jane Beach, Mrs. Ethel Burgess anc. j room was gay with red and green [ cial Christmas gift for "Dad" an
I decorations in keeping with the I English Lounge Chair, big, comfort
paper flowers and new bags. The Miss Anne McLaughlin.
| Christmas season and a delicious able, sturdy in construction, yet
meeting next week will be held Mon
Miss Mabel Pillsbury is ready to lunch was served. The two prizes graceful and handsome, "Quality
day night at the home of Mrs. Merle
Dobbin, Pleasant stieet, with cro fill Christmas candy orders. Tel. . given were won by Mrs. Lora Boyn- ! Tested" at only $24.50 with budget
I terms if desired—adv. )
709-R—adv.
148-149 I ton and Mrs. Evelyn Trainer.
cheted bags as a new project.

DRESSES

Women's, Misses’ and Half Sizes
Priced $4.75, $6.75, $9.75, $12.75
Mail and Phone Orders Filled
Values to $29.50.

Important Notice! Santa
Claus will be here in
person to greet the chil
dren every morning
from 10.30 to 11 o’clock
—mornings only. (Sat
urday is not a good day
to come with small
children on account of
the crowd).

The Christmas Spirit Reigns
■Si.:--

at Senter Crane’s
BAGS! ALWAYS ACCEPTABLE

Star Your Gift List
With These Star Values

i

Beginning today we have placed on sale seventy-five Women s and Misses’
Silk Dresses, thus giving our customers the opportunity to purchase a new
dress before Christmas at greatly reduced prices. All are new fall and win
ter models. These include Street Dresses and the balance of our Knitted
Wrear.

GLOVES FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST

SWEATERS
Sure to be welcome

* Men's Coat Style,
$1.98 to $3.98
* Men’s Slip-on Style,
$1.00 to $2.98
* Men’s Shaker Slip-ons,
$4.75 to $7.50

Oi

* Boys’ Sweaters,
$1.00 to $2.98

to

* An unusually fine selection of newest bags, soft, pliable
leathers, many bags leather lined, some with card cases and

41

LADIES’ GLOVES ...
* Suedes,
’ Pigskins,
* Lined.

other fittings.

$1.00 to $7.50... all colors

BATH ROBES
* Men’s

MEN’S GLOVES ...

EASY TO GIVE.... EASY TO RECEIVE

$4-95 to $6.95

handkerchiefs

$3.98
$2.98
$2.98
$4.98

$1.09

• Pig-grain,
• Lined,

$1.00 to $2.98

• Fabrics,
• Capeukin,

.59
$1.59

CHILDREN’S GLOVES

S*.’. .’/.v ■ W- • >?>>>

WvX'Mv

SHIRTS!

$1.98 lo
S1.98 and
$1.98 and
$1.00 to

* Capeskins,

GLAMOROUS TOILETRIES

* Hathaway, the shirt of
the year, $1.98 and up

You don’t need to go out of town for

And Made In Our Own State

TOILET GOODS

* Silvercraft
Trubenized Collar,
Woven Fabrics, $1.65
$ 1.98 value,
boxed

All (he Famous Makes Are Represented
Bulk Perfume, too, in fancy bottles

j

* Other Fine Shirts, $1.00
* Scarfs, handsome Wools,
59c and $1.00
* Ties, carefully selected,
50c and $1.00
* Gloves, wool lined, $1.98
Piggrain,
$1.00
* Hosiery, complete line,
15c to $1.50

r*

>

* For Men, Women and Children—the best the market
affords

* Caron's “Christmas Night,”
dr. $2.29
* Guerlaine’s “Shalimar,"
dr. $1.38
* Ciro’s “Reflections,"
dr. $1.75
’ Arden's “Night and Day,”
dr. $1.35
* Also Coty’s, Bourjois,
Houbigant, Rogers & Gallct
* Yardley . . . thc top line of the year . ..
* 3-Picce Toilet Sets,
$2.50 to S4.59

41

from 5c to $1.50

TOYLAND AND SANTA

MATTRESSES AND BLANKETS

Toyland Is Open

SENSIBLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Sale of Chromium Ware

Santa is here in person
every morning

JUST IN TIME

from 10.30 to I I o’clock

» Tea Sets.

55 09

* Coffee Sets,

$4.59

• Cocktail Sets,

$1.50 and $$.98

• Cocktail Shakers. $1.98 and $2.98

*» Hostess Sets.

$1.98

* Sugar and Cream Sets,
$1.00 to $1.98

THE FOLLOWING SEPARATE
PIECES AT $1.00
MARMALADE JARS
TRAYS
RELISH DISHES
CELERY DISH
CANDLESTICKS. ETC., ETC.
TIIE FOLLOWING SEPARATE
PIECES AT $1.98
TEAPOTS STEAK PLATTERS
COVERED VEGETABLE DISH
FRUIT BOWL
ICE PAIL
CANDELABRAS

IN
41

* Esmond, two-tone, 72x84, satin bound, all wool,

$5-95

* Wisteria, two-tone, <0x80,

$4.98

(

* 25 percent Wool, solid color, 70x80,

$2.98

* Acadia Double Plaid, all wool,

$7.50

* Glasgow double plaid, all wool, silk bound,

$11.75

* Down Puffs,

$12.50

* Other Puffs,

$2.98 and up

* Inner Spring Mattresses,
$10.95 to $25.00
Made in Maine and Made Right

TOY RIDER TRUCKS
* A complete line of Dump, Delivery, Farm Wagons, etc.
regular 1.29
89c

TRAINS
* Newest Streamlined Wind-ups,
* Railroad Station and Automatic Gate,
* Pop Eye Hand Car,

$1.00 and $1.98
$1.00
$1.00
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(

SOON A PRIVATE CITIZEN
; of the Second Congressional District
of Maine. I am proud of my native
greatly in exerting great influence on state and of its people. I am thinkthe Floor.
ing today of the many Democrats in
Delivering a speech on his very our PariV organization in Maine who
have worked so generously and so
first day of service on the Floor.
. .
unselfishly for mv elections; to them
i when he was opposed bv Republican ,
. .'
....
•
I owe a great debt of gratitude. I
Floor Leader Snell, of New York. am thinking, too, of the many ReMoran was sustained by the House in publicans and independents who
| allowing John G. Utterback to be placed their confidence in me and
I seated as Member from the Third aided materially in my election camDistrict of Maine. From that first paigns; my appreciation is immeas
day until the last day of his service urable. In return I have tried to
Moran spoke effectively on many merit that confidence; I have given
"Against the cloud the high gulls flash Great Duck Island to White Head1
important matters and was ultimate my best in serving them. While my
ftnd cry
And best wild silver past the nandland's 34 years ago. Capt. Mann was one |
ly sustained by the House in each activity in Congress ends, my inter
tree:
1 of the Coast Guard crew at that I
instance. On his last day of service. est in public service continues. As
Here In one deep gulp J drink the sky.
In one great splendid draught take down place. These men who served so 1
Moran made two speeches which I survey the many problems facing
the sea!
many years in Government employ.!
_ . . . . __
,
—Frances Frost
_
___ . ______
. | clearly show his own high degree of
• • • •
ready at all times to answer distress honesty flnd slnc<?rltv and hi$ de. our people today it is my hope that
the vast majority of the people of
The Cuckolds
calls on land or sea. can look back
nunciation of graft on the part of (Mame realize the need of honest.
and
for servanU Q{
Greetings to all Lighthouse keep- at their service with a feeling of
able, and patriotic men in the public
ers and their families.
pride and satisfaction.
"Special interests." who work to service, and that Marne will elect to
It has been some time since read
Several cottages along the shore dlvert pubUc funds t0 unwarranted
. high public office only men who
ers heard from our station owing to j front are undergoing repairs,
private privileges. In a stinging re- mea£Ure up tQ those standards ^en
the fact that we have been enjoying
• • • •
j ply to opponents of the Amendments
who will look upon public office as a
Pond Island
ourselves with a few days of vaca
i in the New Merchant Marine Bill. trust and as an opportunity to serve.'
tioning.
Mrs. Pickett has been ill with a Moran said,
What Others Said
Mr Seavey left recently on 15 days cold, but is recovering.
"What I object to is that no matter
That he, himself lived up to that
leave. As trophy of a hunting trip
Keeper Picketts niece Miss Helen what forced or labored arguments
ideal is vouched for by the compli
he brought back a fine deer. With Pickett of Bar Harbor has been may be presented it is an absolutely
mentary remarks of each of the three
Mrs. Seavey and family he also visiting here for a month and spent proved fact that these ocean-mail „
.
,
„
.
visited Mrs. Seavey's sister. Mrs Thanksgiving with us. While here' contract people sat around the table £peakers of the House under whom
he served.
Berland Allen at New Portland“
! she visited at Bath and also the and schemed with our officials to di
Speaker Henry T Rainey, now de
Keeper and Mrs. Foss and son coast Guard Station and Fort Pop- vide up these contracts among them
ceased. said:
Justin entered Nov. 15 on a vacation ham at Popham Beach.
selves and the bids were issued and
"Very few Members of Congress
returning Dec. 2. They brought back
Keeper and Miss Fickett motored worded in such a way that no one
have
a better record than Congress
a hefty deer. During the fortnight recently to Portland where Miss else could bid against them. This is
they visited many places including Fickett will visit her aunt Mrs. C. D. all « matter of public record. Some man Moran; his record is excellent
Jonesport. Mrs. Foss was guest of strout a few days before returning contracts exactly fitted the fleet of He is making rapid progress here. I
know of no member of equal service
her father at Beals and they also home to Bar Harbor.
the person who got the contract and . .
.
....
... .
_ ,
... . __ . ., „ who has advanced more rapidly than
visited in Machias. Keeper Foss'
• • • •
fitted no one else. It is inconceivable _
__
r J
Congressman Moran.
mother who is 80 years old and in;
Portland uead
to me how the Congress of the Unit
The late Speaker, Joseph W. Bryns
the best of health. Friends in Hart-*l Much to our surprise Sunday was ed States will continue to stand for
land. New Sharon. Waterville. Au-' not so quiet—F O. Hilt and family this situation. Talk about honesty in said:
"I speak for all of the Democrats
gusta were also on their list and a and R T steriing and famiiy had government; here is the right place
few days were passed with their M callers Mr and Mrs Lester Beal to begin. The people are getting when I say that Mr. Moran has made
daughter. Mrs. Hubert Hubbard in of
Mr and
sick and tired of "invisible govern- an excellent record
from the
Madlson
Prout of Cape Elizabeth and their ment." and if we do not change it staDdP°int
aWW and fid^
Benjamin Norton who has been guest Keeper Jamei Anderson of they will. I would like to see a "new duty ** Majority Leader I have
substituting went Dec 3 to Bangor Goa[ bland c
deal" ln the ^jean merchant ma- had occasion t0 seek hLS advice man>
where he will be employed for the! Mrs S[erling als0 entertained her rine. and all I ask for is common times and have stron«1-v relled UP°‘;
winter
niece Miss Elizabeth Sterling over honesty as a foundation for such new llls ald and suPP°rt- feeling as we al.
have felt that the President should
While Mrs. Foss was on vacation the weekend.
! policy.''
Tnd in his farewell speech to the * «*«n ever>' distance in his eflort
she called on friends and relatives at
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and ArProspect Harbor. It was a pleasure lhur Harlow w„e guesU )ast gatur. Members of the House, he expressed tc> relieve the country. Mr. Moran
to see Mrs Lucy Faulkingham and day evening at the home of F O. his conception of public service in has given him his wholehearted sup
port and has been an influential fac
talk over old times, as they spent sev- I
. these words:
tor in the passage of those bills which
eral years together on Libby Island
Willard R. Hilt received birthday
His Farewell Words
he has recommended. The confiLight Station.
| anniversary greetings and gifts Fri-'
Mrs Hubert Hubbard is with her i day, among his gifts being a Chow J "In view of the fact that I am re- dence and regard of his colleagues is
parents. Keeper and Mrs. Foss for a puppy to help fill the place made va-! tiring from Congress this is the last shared also by the President. I wish
time. Mr Hubbard expects to spend ; cant by death of his faithful dog Sue I opportunity I will have to address to congratulate the people of the
Christmas with them here and then ; . ’
’ ,7’
7’
i my colleagues. I leave Congress with Maine Second District upon the serv
—a pet in the family. Characteristic i.
..
. .
.
t .
...
return to Augusta where he has em. i two thoughts uppermost
ice being rendered by Mr Moran ’’
,
of chows, her one man and master
_ _.
..
. . ..
ployment for the winter.
!
.___ .
.
i "First, I will always remember the
And the present speaker Wtlx
was Willard whom she constantly . . . . .
_ ,
, .
Keeper and Mrs. Foss and daugh-L „
.
friendships I have made here; they liam B Bankhead, said:
“
followed.
. ,
_
ter Ariona. Mrs. Walter Townsend
.
, . „ . . ,.
. are my priceless possession. There
“I have watched your career in the
, „ , _
I A paper last Sunday told us Santa
I
and Val Cameron were shopping
...
j are no finer men and women on House of Representatives with great1
_
.
.
ciaus
or
the
Air.
Capt.
wincapaw,
..
....
.
_
....
visitors in Bath recently.
I
n,.
i
..
j
»
-i~<~
.
---------.......
earth than there are in the Congress interest, and I desire to congratulate
will carry cheer and Merry Christ
of the United States. I appreciate, you as well as your constituents upon
Justin Foss Jr is spending the win
mas to outside Light Stations in a
far beyond my ability to express, the the high position you have achieved
ter with his sister. Mrs. Albert An-!
new monoplane christened Nor'easter
many kindnesses, the consideration, in the confidence and respect of your
derson in Brooklin.
Dec. 5 by Miss Lenora Smithe of
and the wise counsel I have received associates in the House. I have perCheerio to all our friends along
Winthrop when she smashed a bot’le
the coast.!
from such men as the late Speaker sonal occasion to know that you have
of Penobscot Bay water on the nose
• • • •
Bryns and Speaker Bankhead.
been indefatigable in the discharge Of 1
of the high-winged monoplane. We
Little River
Second this merchant marine leg- your duties and that you have left 1
are wishing Capt. Wincapaw good
The body of Martin F Farris.,
islation has been my greatest inter- nothing undone to try to put forward. '
luck pleasant weather and fair winds
Cutler fisherman missing from home
est; as I see this bill passing today, in practical fashion, the best inter- ;
when he starts on his eighth annual
since last Saturday was found Mon
and realize that it contains every est of all of your constituents, reChristmas Day flight.
day noon at low tide at the end of
single principle for which I have . gardless of their political affiliations, i
Mrs. R. T. Sterling attended a fair
his father's wharf, by Bryant Maker,
fought for over two years I feel that Your prudent, and yet aggressive, poWednesday at Peak's Island
aged seven, pupil in the second grade
I have performed some slight service sition upon all question of public
Dr. Oscar F. Larson, medical exami
to my country and to the good peo- j policy have received the commendaRetired Lightkeeper Dies
ner, said death was due to a frac- j
pie of Maine.
tion of your associates, and I can
Joe E. urrington 57. of South Ad
tured skull and that Mr. Farris had
“I also take this opportunity to not refrain from expressing my per- j
dington. employe of the Lighthouse
also suffered a broken leg and other'
thank the good people whom I have sonal approval of your entire con
i Service for 35 years before retiring
Injuries.
the honor to , represent—the citizens duct as a Member of the House '
last year, died Wednesday in Port
Mr. and Mrs. Willis W. Corbett and
land. He was a native of Portland
family returned Monday to the sta
and served on the Lighthouse Re fleeted to the hot days of summer at winter supply of wood and it is likely
tion after a month’s vacation at Mr.
Portland Head
we won't see much sun until he has |
serve at Duck Island. Monk Island.
Corbett's old home, where a farewell
the city and the sea
finished
Deer Island, Eagle Rock. Nash Island The panting
City cried to the Sea,
party were arranged at their de
Shipping up river is nearlv conRock He leaves his wife and Six I "I am faint with heat.—O breathe on
me!
eluded. A few sail boats, an occachildren.
played by the 15 guests present, Roxie
An‘ltbreateh“ld' "Ij0'Ibreathe'bUtnly sional Palro1 boat- and fishermen's
Ackley receiving the prize in the for
Longfellow at Portland Head
To some wiu be life, to others death! ' smacks are the only floating craft
mer game. A light repast was served I
'"Well do I remember.' said old As to Prometheus, bringing ease
noticed these days.
Neil Purcell and Emily Corbett at „ , , ,
_.
. . ..
..
1 In pain, come the Oceansldes.
Uncle Joshua Strout to the writer a j
Summer visitors at the light, this
tended the annual Grange meeting |
So to the City, hot with flame
year before he died, “that hot day of j of the pitiless sun. the east wind came year totalled 110. most of them havSaturday night at the Grange hall.
summeT away back in 1879 when the it came from the heaving breast of the ing picnic dinner here. I made sevMr Corbett thinks his vacation
cities all over Maine melted under Silent as dreams are. and sudden as era‘
chowders for them,
was more of a failure than a success
the hot sun. I was aworking up in
sleep.
Mrs. Wells, Miss Imogene and Miss
for at that time he lost a pig weigh the light and as I looked out the
Life-givtng. death-giving, which will it Sarah Knowles liked Saddleback so
ing 400 pounds.
lantern toward the west, I saw Mr.
The captain of the Thomas Hl Longfellow- coming along, hat in o breath of the me%'ifui. merciless well in five days stay that it became
j my painful duty to bid them depart
Lawrence and two women passengers hand. He was rubbing his forehead
—Longfellow
but to be sure to come again next
Robert
Thayer
Sterling
visited the station recently.
with what looked like a wet cloth.
'
year.
Portland Head, Dec. 10
George Morang went Monday to He wasn’t running but taking his
• • • «
Harold Vinal's coat tails took a
East Machias where he will make his time.
drenching while he was enroute by
Saddleback Ledge
home.
"When I came down from the
Back again to duty after a 16-day “bosn chair" from the Ledge to
Miss Florence Corbett passed last tower he was seated on a bench in
Saturday afternoon with her mother, the lea of the house where he could leave spent ln Lubec. There I had the boat. He quoted poetry in great
my fill of venison as the hunting in style but got wet just the same
at the Light.
rest in the shade but still get a cool
Mr. Alley is on leave at Beal’s
that vicinity has been fine this fall
breeze. There weren’t much air
I visited Eastport and found Island. He was deeply disappointed
Curtis Island
amoving that August day and the
Keeper Reed has everything in poet was wise enough to get out of Quoddy Village about as lively as to learn that there was nc open sea
son on moose, but was heard to re
last year's bird's nest.
readiness for a cold winter ahead.
the city early before the heat came.
A great deal of herring corAe to mark that he would have to be satlsScallop fishermen who go out from
“I took a seat alongside him. He
Camden Harbor are having rough told of his boy days when the heat Lubec from Grand Manan. N. B fied with a deer and perhaps a bear
some of them large enough for bloatI saw Keepers Marston and Ashby
weather so far.
never bothered him at all. He al
The ferry boat is seen from this ways knew where the swimming hole ers. During my stay there 250 hogs- while home, also Captains Myers and
station plying between Lincolnville was fresh or salt and there old "Ole heads arrived at the smoked herring ' Johnsen, retired, and Capt. George
stands in one day. That will make ' Clark of Quoddy Head Coast Guard,
and Islesboro
Sol" never troubled him. But now
Returning to the Light from vacaWe notice many large steamers at his age it was a different question. more work for the skinners.
At
Pomona
Grange
which
I
attioning.
Mrs. Wells and I called on
passing in and out of the bay.
“He remained until the sun sank in
Phillip Raynes, the only lobster the west, then began his homeward tended in that town. 187 members friends ii^ Bangor and made a short
fisherman here now, is often seen journey. On his next trip to the were present and 22 took the Pomona visit at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
hauling traps even in rough weather, Lighthouse there wa6 another hot degree. I killed and help pluck 112 : Walter Rogers at The Highlands in
Rockland. Virgil Scoville, Mrs. Wells
We are glad to know that Keeper wave and he. as before, was glad to pounds of fowl for the supper.
My absence lately from this column ' and I stayed the night with my
Staples, recently retired from Burnt make the long journey through woods
Island Light station is so pleasantly- and forest where he could quietly has been due partly to being busy cousins. Mr. and Mrs. James Cates.
situated in his fine home in Boothbay rest and repose by the oceanside. figuring out this inactive and active Snow overtook us while enroute home
This day did not prove to be as hot time. If some brother lightkeeper and we ran into very slippery travelHarbor
We enjoyed a pleasant call recently as the last time he was driven out of would advise me whether or not list- ] ing.
Merry Christmas to all Keepers,
from Keeper Woodward and son of the city by the heat, as an east wind ening to the Rose Bowl football
sprang up after dinner. "That wind,’ game Jan. 1 should be put ln as “ac- their families and Coast Guardsmen,
Rockland Breakwater Light.
Keeper Reed meets an old neigh said he to the keeper, ‘comes from tive" or “inactive" time, I’d greatly
bor occasionally Capt. Leland Mann the heaving breast of the deep blue I appreciate it.
The sea. that home of
former keeper of Two Bush Light sea. How mighty are Gods works in ; There certainly have been some
marvels.
—W. E. Glad
dark, dismal days here lately, as
station who is spending the winter in the way of providing relief;
stone
Capt.
A.
P.
Roberts,
better
known
as
Camden at his sister's home. When Without doubt his thoughts when
Keeper Reed was transferred from he wrote "The City and the Sea” re- the "chief" has started cutting his
(Continued from Page One)
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Maine’s Best Big Store
Is 22 Miles Nearer
Than Portland —
Saving You 44 Miles On The Round Trip
No Toll Bridge or Parking Fees To Pay!
BUY ALL YOU CAN
FROM YOUR
LOCAL MERCHANTS

FREESE’S

THE BANGOR ROAD
IS MUCH BETTER
Than It Used To Be

Come To
FREESE’S
For Everything
Else!

Maine’s Biggest Department Store

Shop NOW
While Traveling
Is Best!

IN BANGOR
Only 62 Miles From Rockland!

OUR FIFTY-FIVE DEPARTMENTS SELL ALMOST EVERYTHING
You can shop for every need under one roof here!

SPORTS WEAR

MEN’S WEAR

WOMEN’S WEAR

CHILDREN’S WEAR

For both sexes and for all ages.
Good qualities for Maine Winters.

Freese's huge Men s Shops . . .
haberdashery, furnishings, cloth
ing.
.

Everything that women wear .. .
from bathrobes to fur coats.

Boys' and Girls' shops with huge
assortments, separate Infant's
shop.

SILVERWARE

DINNERWARE

HOUSEWARES

HOME FURNISHINGS

Wonderful displays of Community
Plate and other quality lines.

Big stocks of fine dinnerware
and glassware for attractive home
gifts.

Kitchenware and household helps
of newest kinds for practical
gifts.

Complete assortments of furni
ture, radios, mattresses, floor
lamps, etc.

TOILET GOODS

LEATHER GOODS

All the best known lines in big
variety of Christmas packages.

Everything from a bill fold to a
wardrobe trunk. Handbags ga
lore!

GLOVES

HOSIERY

LINGERIE

TOYLAND

Women's hose of the best known
makes, mens hose of special
value.

Intimate gifts of exquisite quality
in abundant variety.

An enormous stock of toys for
indoor and outdoor and for all
ages.

An extensive display of gloves in
fine qualities for men, women and
children.

LINENS, YARD GOODS BOOKS. STATIONERY
Wonderful linens for Christmas
gifts, and the State's best yard
goods stock.

Thousands and thousands ot
books for all ages, writing paper
oi all kinds.

ELECTRIC GOODS

GREETING CARDS

SHOES, SLIPPERS

BATHROBES

Everything from toasters to
elaborate hospitality sets, or re
frigerators.

An almost unlimited selection of
high grade cards at every price.

For men. women, and children
. . . shoes of extra quality, slip
pers in great variety.

Special bathrobe shops for wom
en. and for men, and for children.

Six Floors Facing Two Streets . . . Three Acres Floor Space
A Whole Mile of Shopping Aisles ... Three Elevators To All Floors
Tremendous Assortments . . . Beautiful Displays . . . Plenty of Help
AN EASY AND DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO SHOP
VALUES EQUAL TO THE BEST ANYWHERE

The Finest Department Store East of Boston
Merchandise of The Better Quality
WE GIVE GOLD BOND TRADING STAMPS

CASTINE NORMAL
(By Ermo Scott)
Castine opened its baske‘baH sea
son with a home game in the school
gym. Nov 4 A fast and interesting
game was lost to Camden High
School 37-21. Both teams were
handicapped Camden was without
the services of its regular center,
while Castine had its center and one
of its regular guards missing. Fitz
patrick, best defensive back from last
year's team is practice teaching in
Etna and came to campus for the
game without squad practice.
• • • •
Principal Hall. Ermo Scott and
Principal John Kassay if Castine

Atlantic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

0 1
V

AnSaxfc L
______ ir

$49.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange

Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes

EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 9o0
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tl

High School attended the December !
meeting of the Hancock County .
Schoolmasters' Club in Bar Harbor
on Monday evening. A proposed |
method of evaluating the placement
of the various basketiball teams of the
county was discussed and a tentative
plan drawn up in charge oi Coach
Robert Scott of Bar Hai'oov High
:
School.
;
• « • »
;
Mary B. Bills and Mr. Scctt spent [
two and one-half days last week
visiting schools In Sandy Point.
j Prospect, Frankfort. Albion, Troy,
Plymouth. Hermon Etna. Sedgwick
and Brooklin. Members of the senior
class are doing J»rantice teaching
there during the six weeks.
• • • •

Martha Harris '39 of Stockton
Springs underwent an appendicitis
operation at the Castine Community
hospital on Monday mornir.g. The
operation was a complete success.
....
Miss Grace Brown of Stockton,
who has been doing practice teaching
ln Hermon, was forced to close her
school on Thursday because of a
slight attack of chicken pox. The
school was reopened Monday morn
ing by Miss Alice Huff, another
member of the senior class.
• • • •
Roderick Lord 34 of Bucksport and
Alwilda Ames '34 of Northport were
t married ln Portland Nov. 25. Mr.
1 Lord is teaching in Westminster, Vt.
Miss Martha Critchell '37 and Mer
ton Smith 34, both of Bucksport,
; were also married tn Bucksport on
Nov. 21. Thej are teaching in the
schools of Bucksport and Orland
respectively. A third member of the
1934 class to wed recently is Maxine
Edmonds to Clyde Holmes of Winterport.
• • • • •
Supt. and Mrs. Harold Philbrook
were guests at dinner on Sunday of
Mrs. Edna Harquail.
• • • •
Approximately one-third of the
children In the training school were
released early Friday afternoon be
cause they had been neither absent
nor tardy for the preceding four
weeks. This was in spite of the cur
rent epidemic of mumps that have
attacked children and adults alike
in the community during the past
several weeks.

ESERVE POWER
IS MOST IMPORTANT
The most valuable characteristic of D&H
Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE is its power
to provide ample warmth when the ther
mometer drops way below zero. Every
shovelful of D&H is packed with heat.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL. 487 ROCKLAND
Tune in the New D. & H. Anthra
cite Radio Program Sundays 2:00
to 2:30—NBC RED Network

When selecting Christmas gifts do not
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
of the best, because of the great good the
recipient gets from it.
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
and fifty-six times over.

Then, too, it is welcomed by every
member of the family.

The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County’s
Own Newspaper."
Send orders any time.

Subscriptions may be started at once or
we will hold until the day before Christ
mas.

We send a handsome Christmas card
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

